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This is the story of my life recalled through my “Assorted Memories”. 

Everything which I’ve included did actually happen although I’ve tried to bring 

out the positives in some events which weren’t so positive at the time and done 

my best to find the humour in others which weren’t so humorous when they 

occurred! 

So read on and I hope you enjoy! 

Guy Mackenzie 

2021 
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Chapter One: 1946 and All That, (1946-1948) 
 

My name is James William Guy Mackenzie and I 

was born at Rubislaw Nursing Home, Aberdeen on 

6th October 1946. I became the 5th Baronet of 

Glenmuick in 1993. However my original birth 

certificate stated that I was James William Guy 

Robertson-McIsaac! 

My father was Eric Dighton Mackenzie who had 

inherited Glenmuick Estate following the death of 

his brother, Victor, the 3rd Baronet, in 1944. My 

mother was Elizabeth Katherine Mary Robertson-

McIsaac (nee Innes of Balvenie) who, after 

separating from her husband Robertson-McIsaac, 

rented a cottage on Glenmuick Estate from my 

father. 

And it wasn’t until after the marriage of my 

parents on 15th November 1948 that my birth 

name was correctly reregistered as James William 

Guy Mackenzie. By which time, Glenmuick Estate 

had been sold, my father faced a legal and 

financial challenge for “enticement” from my 

mother’s ex-husband (hard to comprehend 

today!) and my parents had moved to Calgary 

Castle (which we always called Calgary House) on 

the Isle of Mull. Why did my father sell Glenmuick 

Estate? Partly for financial reasons, including 

death duties, but maybe because the 

“neighbours” at Balmoral didn’t wish to be so 

closely associated with another scandal... this one 

involving my birth! 

First Photo of Guy with his mother, 
Elizabeth (who was then Robertson-
McIsaac) 
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Mackenzie of Glenmuick 

My Great Grandfather, James Thompson 

Mackenzie (JTM), was born in 1818 and, as he 

stated in his 1881 letter to his son, Allan, at the age 

of “under” 14 (see page 24 of the main Mackenzie 

of Glenmuick document) left Scotland as a 

midshipman and ended up in India where he made 

a fortune before returning briefly in his early 20s. 

He then went back to India before finally leaving in 

his early 30s having considerably increased his 

fortune. Following his return, he set up in business 

in London and, apart from homes in England, he 

bought the Estates at Kintail (in about 1868 as he 

believed that we are descended from the Barons of 

Kintail) and also Glenmuick near Ballater, 

Aberdeenshire, (in about 1869) which adjoins the Royal Estate at Balmoral (see pages 35-37 

of the main Mackenzie of Glenmuick document). 

In 1890, just 5 months before his death, JTM was created 1st Baronet of Glenmuick (see 

pages 73-74 & pages 77-81 of the main Mackenzie of Glenmuick document which gives 

more detail and also explains why our family could, at one time, have been owners of 

Sandringham!). 

However shortly before his death JTM disinherited his eldest son, Allan Russell Mackenzie 

(my Grandfather) who became the 2nd Baronet following JTM’s death (see page 89 of the 

main Mackenzie of Glenmuick document). There followed a lengthy and very costly legal 

dispute which resulted in my Grandfather managing to hold onto Glenmuick Estate. 

Following his death in 1906, the Estate passed to his second son, Victor, as his eldest son, 

Allan James Reginald “Jim” had died in South Africa in 1903. 

Victor died unmarried in 1944 and so the title then passed to the son of his brother (Allan 

Keith “Sloper” who had died at the Somme in 1916), Alexander George Anthony (“Tony”) 

became the 4th Baronet and, following his death on 5th January 1993, that I became the 5th 

Baronet of Glenmuick (see page 141 “details of Guy’s succession”). But it was my father, not 

Tony, who inherited Glenmuick Estate on Victor’s death in 1944. 

I never lived in the “big house” (The House of Glenmuick), and my home, for the first two 

years of my life, was the cottage on the Estate that my mother rented from my father! 

Today, our family have a close association with Glenmuick thanks to Alistair Cassie and the 

local residents of Ballater who still remember the Mackenzies of Glenmuick with affection 

(see:- http://mackenziememorial.weebly.com/). 

  

James Thompson Mackenzie 

https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/mackenzies-glenmuick.pdf#page=24
https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/mackenzies-glenmuick.pdf#page=24
https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/mackenzies-glenmuick.pdf#page=35
https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/mackenzies-glenmuick.pdf#page=35
https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/mackenzies-glenmuick.pdf#page=73
https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/mackenzies-glenmuick.pdf#page=77
https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/mackenzies-glenmuick.pdf#page=89
https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/mackenzies-glenmuick.pdf#page=89
https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/mackenzies-glenmuick.pdf#page=141
http://mackenziememorial.weebly.com/
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Chapter Two: Calgary House, Isle of Mull, 1948-1976 
 

After my parents took the decision 

to sell Glenmuick, they looked 

round Scotland for a new home 

and eventually came to the Isle of 

Mull and saw Calgary Castle - as it 

was called then and later. It had a 

wonderful outlook over the white 

sands of Calgary bay to the sea, but 

the price was £15,000 and it 

needed renovation (nothing new 

there as Sally and I discovered 

when we considered buying it in 

2018!) as it had been empty for 

some time. Consequently, they left 

an offer of £8,000 and forgot about it. Several weeks went by and, out of the blue, they had 

a letter from the selling agents - their offer had been accepted! No doubt the sellers 

decided, in the post-war economic recession, cash was king! 

So, we moved to Mull in late 1948, staying at the Western Isles Hotel, Tobermory until 

Calgary was ready to move into. The house itself was mainly Victorian and built in the style 

of a castle with battlements, turrets and a dry moat and included about 50 acres of land. In 

those days, the tarmac road ended at our gate which was the start of the driveway, about 

400 yards long which led to the house. From our front gate the main road, which led to 

Treshnish and onto Torloisk, was unsurfaced. 

In the early days my parents rented Calgary Farm and the farmhouse was just outside our 

gate with its land mainly at a lower level between our house and the sea and every year the 

local ploughing matches were held there. The competitors were the local farmers and 

crofters, and it was a wonderful sight watching the horses all decked out and competing to 

plough a furrow. My other memory of Calgary farmhouse is the fire there, I must have been 

about 7 years old, but I can’t remember how badly damaged the farmhouse was although I 

attended along with, it seemed, lots of other people and helped getting furniture and 

effects out and putting them on the garden outside. Luckily it wasn’t typical Mull weather so 

it wasn’t raining but I felt very important running in grabbing some small item and running 

out again! I felt even more important when, along with everyone else, I was given a cup of 

tea as a thank you for helping! 

The blacksmiths shop was just to the right of the entrance to the farmhouse and I can 

remember the heat of the furnace and watching the horses being shod by the blacksmith. A 

little further away and towards Tobermory was Calgary post office which was set back from 

the road. Miss MacQuarrie was the postmistress and she was of course great friends with 

the local postman. However there was a time when the postman actually won, as I recall, 

the football pools 3 times! Not huge amounts of money but wins nevertheless! Then the 

Calgary House 
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police investigated because his coupons, which were posted and postmarked on the Friday 

before the football matches, always arrived at the pools office the following week. Of 

course, what he had done when Miss MacQuarrie wasn’t looking was to predate the post 

office franking on the stamps! Last thing I heard was he spent 3 years in Barlinnie jail! Poor 

Miss MacQuarrie was absolutely distraught and, looking back, I wonder if she ever got over 

it as not long afterwards the post office was closed. 

While on the subject of jails, I remember visiting the one in Salen (no, I hadn’t been 

arrested!) with my father and the policeman showed us round. Of course, it was empty 

except for his potatoes which he kept there as it was cool. I still wonder what he did with 

them if he ever had to use it for the purpose it had been built! 

In those early days, I had a Nannie (called Nannie Sangster) who I remember came from 

Stonehaven. Although I know I loved her very much, all I can remember of her was that she 

was quite short, cuddly and very kind. After 

Lucy, my sister, was born in 1949, evidently I 

said to Nannie Sangster, let’s run away 

together so we’re away from Lucy! Of course 

we didn’t but it must have seemed a great idea 

at the time! Perhaps to reinforce that wish, my 

earliest memory of Lucy is pushing her over, 

which cut her leg and made her cry! My father 

was not amused and I remember him taking 

me into his study (which we called the Smoking 

Room - he had smoked but gave up when he 

married my mother) putting me over his knee 

and spanking me which resulted in me hiding 

in a cupboard! 

(Has Lucy got over it? I think so, as now she has 

created from nothing over a period of 20 or so years a fabulous garden and nursery, about 8 

miles from Calgary, which is now the 2nd most popular tourist attraction on Mull after Duart 

Castle! Lucy has also been been featured in several publications and on TV! Here is her 

website: www.lipnacloiche.co.uk and her daughter, my niece, Vittoria, is a World Class 

Event Rider and here is her website: www.vittoriapanizzon.com) 

Anyway and back to the beginning, there was a large walled garden at a lower level to the 

house and attached to the back wall was a cottage in which Archie, our gardener, lived with 

his brother, John. In a way, he came with the house as he was there when we arrived and 

stayed with us until both he and his brother had died. Of course his cottage had no mains 

electricity (as we didn’t then, just a generator) or mains water (neither did we as ours came 

from the same burn as his but at a higher level) but I believe that they’d lived there all their 

lives and, I remember Archie always being friendly and cheerful. 

In the house we had Ella, who my mother always said she’d first met wandering through 

(living in?) the wood that formed part of our land, and she became our housekeeper before, 

with my mother’s tuition (having been trained at the Cordon Bleu School in London and with 

Early picture of Guy with Nannie Sangster 

http://www.lipnacloiche.co.uk/
http://www.vittoriapanizzon.com/
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a natural talent, my mother was an excellent cook), becoming our cook and she stayed with 

us until my mother sold up in 1976. I was always great friends with Ella but never more 

when I became a Scottish Football fanatic (Oh, ok, if you really want to know, I supported 

Rangers!) as her nephew played for Kilmarnock which was, and still is, a leading Scottish 

club. Of course, Ella (being a Macdonald), had no time for the Campbell clan as, even then, 

some 200 years later, the Massacre of Glencoe hadn’t been forgotten or forgiven! 

In addition, in the early days and to help in the house, we had one or two local girls although 

I recall both of them becoming pregnant in quick succession (No, not me Guvn’r, I was only 

about 7 or 8 then!) and leaving when their children were born to bring up their families. 

Later on my mother employed students to help in the summer holidays. 

In 1952, my brother Allan was born. I remember him being quiet and studious but don’t 

especially remember pushing him over, although I’m sure that I did! In later life Allan has 

become very successful in the world of Real Estate in the USA, after gaining an Honours 

Degree from Cambridge University and here is his website: http://www.marventures.com. 

In 1985 I was both delighted and honoured to be asked to be his best man (despite many of 

his close friends being there) at his fabulous 1985 San Diego wedding to Robin. I was also 

able to visit his first property development - a $50M office block! 

So, was I a good elder brother to Allan and Lucy? Well apart from claiming the 5th 

Amendment (the right to remain silent) I’ll just say, sometimes in life two’s company but 

three’s a crowd and it sometimes was! Want to know more? You’ll have to ask them! But 

they’ve both made huge successes of their lives and I’m very proud of them! 

I always admired my father who I remember 

as being both kind and honourable and also 

very well organized as one would expect from 

someone who was not only colonel of his 

Regiment, in the Scots Guards, but also 

Comptroller of the Household of the 

Governor General of Canada between the 

first and second world wars, he fought in 

both! He was nearly twice my mother’s age 

at 54, she was 28, when I was born and 

slightly Victorian in outlook. He always had a 

list of things to do on his desk (and I’m using 

his desk now!) and ticked them off as they 

were completed! After a few years he bought 

Antium Farm near Dervaig (having given up 

the tenancy of Calgary Farm), which had a 

few fields but was effectively a hill farm of 

3,000 acres suitable only for sheep - and then 

only suitable for about one per acre. In this 

day and age, this sounds a huge acreage but, 

in reality it was less than one tenth of the size 
Guy’s parents, 1950s 

http://www.marventures.com/
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of the largest estate on Mull which was, in fact, a holiday home for its owners - a Member of 

the House of Lords! 

Every day, my father would go to the farm to collect fresh milk, butter and eggs and quite 

often I went with him. I really enjoyed this as he seemed to relax when it was just the two of 

us, making silly remarks followed up by “don't tell your mother”, which kept me amused 

throughout the journey. Then, once a week, he drove to Tobermory (just 12 miles but a 40 

mins drive then!) for the  household shopping and I always enjoyed these journeys too 

especially as, once I started getting pocket money (starting at 6 old pence per week, about 

2.5p today), I spent it all on nails (no not my nails, there were no nails bars in Mull then and 

probably still aren’t!), nails which you hammer in, as my interest in building had started! In 

fact, my first building project was a “house” built behind the wooden seat near our front 

lawn which I called with extraordinary originality, “my house”! Later on I built 2 tree houses 

and another house - so one might say that my interest in property development not only 

started very early but it was definitely “hands on”! 

In the early days, my father always drove a van but he did, for a short time, own a black car. 

I remember it being very dusty and with a stick I drew a picture on the boot! I was actually 

very pleased with my drawing and asked him to come and look at it but, as you can imagine, 

he wasn’t at all impressed, in fact, rather the opposite! 

My father was a whisky drinker (well thank you I'll have a 10 year old highland malt, since 

you ask!) and very often had a whisky and soda at his right hand (for him it was either Black 

& White or Islay). He was always generous (and known for his highland hospitality) with 

anyone who came to the house and did any work for us as afterwards, he would disappear 

with that person into his study and they’d have a dram or two together. This was 

demonstrated when, several years later, I found myself in the “beer tent” at the Salen 

Agricultural Show. The person next to me at the bar asked me where I was from and when I 

said Calgary he asked me if I knew Col. Mackenzie. Of course, I was using my best highland 

accent at the time and replied, aye, I do. My fellow drinker then said, “I like the Colonel, but 

I like his drams better!” I left shortly after, just in case my cover was blown! 

The local primary school was about 2 miles away but had only 2 pupils. One was the son of 

the school teacher, who was the same age as me and I knew slightly, and the other was a 

girl, who I also knew, who was about 3 years younger! But my parents chose to send me, at 

about the age of 6, to Mrs. Mackenzie, who was a retired school teacher who lived about 

half a mile away. I really don’t remember much about her teaching (you’ll read the same 

story later on!) but I do remember always walking to and from her house. In those days 

there was almost no traffic and so the walk was always safe with the exception of the wild 

animals I had to often walk past in the track which adjoined our land en route to the road. 

They were terrifying animals, and huge too, and I daren’t walk past them if they were on the 

track and consequently used to go back to our garden to find our gardener (we always had 

one) to frighten the animals away! Well, you may ask, were they deer or wild goats (there 

were some on Mull) or something more exotic? But I have to admit that they were sheep! 

Well they were huge and frightening to this six year old anyway! 
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I remember my mother as being hugely energetic and a very hard worker, charging round 

Calgary House (and there were 2 staircases so it could have been up one and down the 

other) and she used to sing a lot as she went. Her favourite was “the Star of the County 

Down” and it’s one of my favourites now (Van Morrison does a great version, which is on 

YouTube, by the way) and I often play along to it on my drums, thinking of her as I do. (I just 

wish that the people who knew her in her last few years when she was so disabled with 

arthritis could have known her then!). 

In contrast to my father who was always early for any appointment (or train) my mother, a 

bit like me, was always running late - especially for lunch which was always served at 1pm. I 

remember his obvious frustration when at five or even ten past one, there was no sign of 

her! Then she would arrive, full of apologies but my father was always the perfect 

gentleman, hid his annoyance 

and never really complained! 

Of course, with Calgary sands 

so near, we were encouraged 

to learn to swim at an early age 

and also spent a lot of time on 

the beach in summer - even if it 

wasn’t very warm! When I was 

about 9 years old my parents 

bought us a small boat which 

we called Tamarisk, I think it 

was 10’, and sent me off to 

Mrs. Mackenzie’s husband to 

be taught about boats and 

boating. We knew him as the 

Commander, as he was an ex-

naval Commander and was well 

known locally for his expertise. 

When he felt that I’d learned 

enough, I was allowed out with 

Lucy and Allan to row in Calgary 

Bay and fish for mackerel and we also had a few lobster pots and actually did catch some. 

Looking back, although we had life jackets, we seldom wore them, it’s amazing to think that 

we survived as, in reality, there was little between Calgary and the USA so, when a storm 

suddenly blew up, as it did sometimes, it was often quite hazardous returning to shore 

avoiding the reefs! 

Later on we had a 14’ boat which had a Seagull outboard motor which we called Tyche. 

Some of our trips in this were even more hazardous as we went as far as the Treshnish 

Islands and even round Treshnish Point to the Island of Gometra! Looking back, Lucy and 

Allan always seemed to trust me as I was the Captain, having been promoted by the 

Commander! He always said that the crew must do whatever the Captain commands them 

to do, even if told to jump overboard! Fortunately, I never found it necessary to do this! 

Lucy and Allan in Tyche in Calgary Bay 
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My mother was very adventurous and loved exploring new places (as I do today) and, in the 

early days we might go as far as the Treshnish Cave or possibly the Whisky Cave at Burgh 

(which had the remains of an illicit whisky still), but later we loved visiting Mackinnon's Cave 

(the story was that the cave went through the island and a piper had once gone in with his 

dog, while playing his pipes. After a while there was a wail of pipes and the piper was never 

seen again but his dog reappeared out of a hole in the ground 10 miles away!) which was a 

real adventure as the cave could only be visited at low tide. However, and like Johnson & 

Boswell about 200 years earlier we never got further than MacLeod’s Table which was a 

huge table shaped rock about 400 yards in, as there had been a massive rock fall which 

blocked the cave from then on. But we used to fantasize that one day we’d get some help 

and clear the fall and find out how far back the cave went. Of course we never did and 

probably lots of others have wanted to do the same, but, as far as I am aware, they haven’t 

either - so the mystery of the piper remains... 

My mother took us to lots of other exciting 

places including the very long walk to 

Carsaig Arches and the Chapel of the Fishing 

Nets, which was a remote net loft with a 

chapel set out inside on the upstairs floor - 

which was supposedly haunted! Sadly we 

never saw this ghost nor that of “Headless 

Ewen” who was said to be seen riding his 

horse with his head under his arm near 

Lochbuie House and Moy Castle when a 

Maclaine of Lochbuie died! 

And, of course, she took us to Iona where 

we walked along Bloody Bay, once the 

scene of a battle, looked at the spouting 

cave watching as it threw up plumes of 

spray through a hole in its roof and also 

visited the Marble quarry which I'll describe 

in a later chapter. 

Occasionally there were children’s parties 

on Mull, very often they were held at the 

Anderson’s house near Tobermory. The 

Andersons had 4 children who were similar 

ages to us but, as their parents were really first class Scottish dancers, they were too! Unlike 

any of us as, apart from anything else, neither of my parents were enthusiastic dancers - 

actually, my father not at all! So I usually felt a bit out of things at these as I always ended 

up being pushed through an Eightsome Reel, The Duke of Perth or Strip The Willow by Mrs. 

Anderson and I can still hear her saying...”now set to your partner, Guy, swing her round, 

now a figure of eight... then a teapot... etc, etc” All still a bit of a mystery to me although I 

did attend the Oban Ball twice in later years but I must have had some training beforehand 

Guy’s parents, late 1960s 
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as there were some brilliant 

dancers there as there were at 

Holyrood House in Edinburgh 

when I was also invited there 

(aged around 20) and I danced 

with Princess Anne! 

Some years ago, Sally and I joined 

a Scottish Dancing Society in 

Cornwall and, although the 

standard wasn’t as high as at a 

Highland Ball, we decided that it 

was still beyond our abilities! But 

I loved watching the musicians 

playing Scottish dance music and 

the drummer playing in a military 

style with perfect drum rolls - 

which is something I still can’t do 

properly today! 

My mother was a very keen and dedicated gardener and over the years, having transformed 

our formal walled garden (which also provided most of our fruit and vegetables), started to 

turn part of our wood into a Woodland Garden. She worked incredibly hard over many 

years, in all weathers, and with the help of her dedicated gardener, it became the acclaimed 

Woodland Garden (& occasionally open to the Public) that many people still remember 

today. Very sadly, none of the subsequent owners have kept things going but, despite that, 

it’s still exciting to wander through my mother’s Woodland Garden and still see some of the 

exotic trees, plants and shrubs she planted all those years ago. After she died, Lucy placed a 

small memorial stone dedicated to our mother in a quiet peaceful place near the burn which 

runs through the Woodland Garden and we scattered some of her ashes nearby. 

When I was about 15 one of the local crofters, offered to give me his motorcycle, a 1939 

BSA 350cc, as he never used it because it was missing the magneto. He’d been unable to get 

a replacement so was about to throw it over a cliff! (In fact that’s what happened to quite a 

lot of unwanted things on Mull - including cars when they’d passed their sell-by date! In 

Cornwall it was mine shafts!). I knew nothing about motorcycles at that time but it was the 

start of an passion that has stayed with me all my life - although I haven’t ridden one for 

some time, despite owning a Kawasaki Drifter 900cc (a modern copy of an Indian Chief - one 

of the most sought after bikes of its day) now! Of course I never managed to get hold of the 

missing part but when I was 16 my parents bought me a BSA 250cc C11 for £18 which I 

absolutely loved. Of course being British and quite old, it was always breaking down but, 

when it was running, it was great fun and I remember giving a quite brave girl who was on 

holiday a ride on the pillion down an unmade road. I went as fast as possible, which was 

only about 30 mph, but seemed like 100 to her! Back then we didn’t wear helmets and 

when we stopped she was visibly shaking and just like someone later mentioned in my 

Guy trying to “do the ton” round Calgary House! 
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“Assorted Memories”, she was determined never to get on the back of any motorcycle 

again, let alone one with me driving! 

When I’d left school, I had several of my friends to stay including Martin Bellamy who 

gamely came boating with us, despite never having been aboard a small boat - there isn’t 

much sea in Gloucestershire! I also remember inviting a girlfriend who my mother took an 

instant dislike to and called her, but not to her face, Miss Piggy! Up till then I hadn’t noticed 

a likeness as the girl had other attributes! But once my mother pointed it out to me and 

reinforced her opinion by mimicking her walk (mainly when the girl wasn’t watching!) I 

started to see the connection and once noticed, within a matter of days following our return 

South, Miss P. was, as they say, consigned to “history”! 

I always spent Christmas at Calgary until I got married and I’ll always remember Christmas 

there as a magical time. It started on Christmas Eve while listening to the Service of 9 

Lessons and Carols, which I still do, while we put up and decorated the tree and we always 

added some real candles in antique holders along with the decorations. And, of course, we 

lit them too - goodness only knows how we didn’t set the tree (or the house itself) alight but 

somehow we didn’t! Later on when we got mains electricity we had tree lights as well, but 

never stopped using the candles. When we woke up on Christmas Day we opened our 

stockings and, after breakfast, went to Gruline Church for the Christmas Service (my parents 

weren’t overly religious but did attend at Easter as well). We were always careful where we 

sat in Church as some families had their own designated pews and once we had sat in the 

one reserved for the MacLeans of Duart who were probably the leading family on the 

Island! Sometime later that year, Lady MacLean mentioned to my mother that someone had 

been sitting in their pew - to my mother’s embarrassment. But knowing Lady MacLean a 

little more now, I’m sure it was just a teasing comment rather than a serious criticism! Then 

it was back for lunch which was fresh (!) roast turkey with all the trimmings and afterwards 

opening the presents which were always placed under the tree. It was always such a happy 

time and one which I’ve never forgotten. 

Calgary House was full of character and was a welcoming and happy family home. It may 

have been cold, damp, draughty 

and with only a crackly radio 

reception until TV arrived in 

1968, but I could never wait to 

return for the holidays. 

And I’ll always remember 

watching the sun setting on the 

sea beyond Calgary Bay. I 

absolutely loved living at Calgary 

and I’m just so grateful to my 

parents for an idyllic upbringing 

which I’ve never forgotten, on 

the magical Island of Mull and, 
Guy in 1971 
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even today, I still think of Calgary House as my home…

 

Guy’s father in the late 1940s 
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Guy’s mother in about 1949 with Lucy 
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Chapter Three: Sunningdale School, (1955-1959) 
 

In January 1955 I went off to school. In my case it was to Sunningdale prep school in 

Berkshire, England, which was a 36-hour journey away from Mull. Now, as everyone who 

knows me knows, I hate getting up early and this trip necessitated me getting up at 7.15 

(early for me!) to catch the boat (the M.V. Lochinvar) to Oban and then the sleeper train to 

London. And, on the following day, the train from London to Sunningdale, eventually 

arriving at school in the late afternoon just in time for tea! 

In those days, the Lochinvar, made one 

return trip every day from Mull to Oban 

and it had a capacity of just 4 cars per 

trip – provided each car safely negotiated 

the 2 wire netting baskets and then was 

craned onto the boat or alternatively, as 

occasionally happened, the car would 

end up in the sea! 

We caught the boat at Salen, then to 

Lochaline (on the mainland) then the 

Lochinvar’s next stop was Craignure 

where it was met by a small motorboat before continuing on to Oban where we finally 

arrived some 3 hours after embarking at Salen. Of course we always admired Duart Castle 

(home of the Chiefs of the Clan Macleans) after leaving Craignure and then marvelled at the 

Lady Rock (which was submerged at high tide) where one of the chiefs had left his wife at 

low tide hoping never to see her again… (but she did survive much to his surprise when she 

appeared at his celebratory dinner that same evening!). 

Following that, it was a long wait in Oban for the sleeper train and this often necessitated a 

change of trains at Crianlarach to catch the through train from Fort William to Kings Cross or 

Euston which arrived about 7.30am. Of course, for the first time, my parents accompanied 

me, but after that, I was put on the train at Oban or Crianlarach (my father would tip the 

sleeper car attendant to look after me), and I was met in London then taken to and put on 

the train to School. Amazing to think, in this day and age, I usually travelled 2nd class which 

meant sharing the sleeping car with a second male traveller (who I’d of course, never met) 

or even 3rd class which meant sharing the sleeping car with 3 others and sometimes mixed 

sexes too! But, in those far-off days (thankfully!), nothing untoward ever happened. Would 

it be the same today – I wonder? Not that this would be acceptable today! 

When I first arrived at Sunningdale, it seemed that I’d never seen so many boys in one 

place!  The school was a large Victorian building set in large grounds with its own chapel and 

swimming pool as well as playing fields. 

It had about 80 pupils which was probably about as many as there were on the whole of 

Mull! Was it a culture shock for a child from a remote island? Yes absolutely! And, of course, 

I hated saying goodbye to my parents. I also missed my home and the sound of the sea. And 
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I must admit for the first few nights I cried myself to sleep. 

But I soon realised that the other boys of my age were friendly and understanding also that 

the school itself had a welcoming atmosphere. Very soon I made friends who would remain 

as friends throughout my time there. 

The Masters (and one Mistress!) i.e. the teaching staff! 

• The headmaster was Mr. Sheepshanks (who we referred to as “Sheepy” – well, 

everyone had nickname… mine was “Mull”!). As I recall, Sheepy always wore a green 

checked suit and brown suede shoes. He was short, slightly effeminate and spoke 

with a lisp (not his fault, I know!) and my mother always contended that he didn’t 

like my father because he was the opposite – tall and with a military bearing. But the 

school was well run and although Sheepy was quite strict we always felt that he was 

fair despite having a strong right arm when wielding the cane (ouch!!)! And he had a 

very attractive wife who was always pleasant to us boys and she had a friendly smile. 

• The next in line was Mr. Burrows 

(“Budgie”) who I always got on 

well with and who was in charge 

of football which I grew to love, 

partly thanks to his 

encouragement and coaching, 

eventually being awarded my 

“colours” in 1958 (which was very 

exciting and always a complete 

surprise – after a match with 

another school, the captain of 

football would come into the 

school dining room during supper 

and place a cap on the head of the 

boy receiving this honour saying, 

in my case, “well played 

Mackenzie” and the whole school would applaud! Something I’ll never forget). 

• Then there was Mr. Squarey (no nickname needed) who was in charge of cricket and 

a real enthusiast too! Whenever one walked past him (and he always seemed to 

carry an umbrella), we would say “Good morning/afternoon sir” and his reply would 

be something like “always keep a straight bat” or “through the covers” followed by 

the appropriate cricket shot played with his umbrella! I must have paid attention to 

this coaching as I ended up as Captain of the 2nd Eleven! OK not the highest accolade, 

I know! 

• There was also Mr. Dawson (who in due course bought the school in partnership 

with his brother. His son, Tom, now owns and runs the school). I remember Mr. 

Dawson (“Dawsey”) having a brand new MG TF which was black with a soft top 

which we boys much admired – as did Dawsey! One day a hole appeared in the soft 

top, obviously burned with the aid of the sun through a magnifying glass! 
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Understandably Dawsey was furious and although no one owned up to doing it – I 

always had the distinct impression that he blamed me! But I can now confirm, once 

and for all, over 60 years later, that it really wasn’t me – honest! But the unsolved 

mystery remains… 

• The one female teacher, Miss Paterson (“Patey”), I recall as being rather stern and, 

no, I never did well with French – several years later failing my French O Level 5 

times! Is that a record, I wonder? 

• The only member of staff I didn’t like was the Matron, Pauline, who seemed to be 

one of the most unsympathetic people I’ve ever met! I recall the excruciating pain of 

having a splinter of wood down a finger nail and when I asked her to get it out, her 

reply was – it’s too far in you’ll just have to let it work itself out…………….Arrrr. 
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My Friends: 

My best friends were: 

• Charles Fairey – grandson of the aviation pioneer, Richard Fairey (the Fairey 

Swordfish, Fairey Gannet and, of course, the Fairey Delta II which famously achieved 

a world speed record of 1,132 mph in 1956! Really exciting, not only for us boys, but 

the whole school!). 

• Jeremy Sykes – the second son of Sir Richard Sykes, of Sledmere Hall, Yorkshire. I 

went to stay there a couple of time and always admired the fact that Jeremy’s father 

had 6 cars and one was a ’59 Cadillac convertible with huge fins! (For years 

afterwards I lusted after one and finally managed to buy a slightly later model for 

$500 in the States in 1980 which I imported into the UK and kept for over 10 years 

and, although it only did 10 mpg, I still regret selling it!). 

• Not forgetting, Reggie Sheffield (“Sleepy”) now better known today as the Father of 

Samantha Cameron, wife of our ex-Prime Minister, David Cameron! 

The other boys included: 

• Prince Michael of Kent who was much older than me and who seemed quite grand 

and aloof. 

• Carey Harrison, younger son of the famous actor, Rex Harrison (My Fair Lady, etc.). I 

thought his then wife, actress and star of the film “Genevieve”, Kay Kendall (who 

tragically died of leukaemia aged just 33) the most beautiful woman I’d ever seen 

and I remember being very upset when I heard the sad news of her death. 

• Also Douglas Hogg (now Viscount Hailsham), who I found rather studious and 

reserved, and years later became infamous for “charging the public purse” £2,000 

for cleaning the moat on his estate in the Parliamentary Expenses scandal of 2010! 

Silly man (I’ve been longing to say that!)! 

Going out: 

One of the things to look forward to was being “taken out” by parents or relatives for the 

day on occasional weekends. I especially remember going out with Charles Fairey’s father 

who was married to a very beautiful lady called Atalanta and lived in a fabulous Thames-side 

home. We always went for lunch at the Hinds Head in Bray and, for the first time in my life, I 

ate smoked salmon sandwiches (which I still really enjoy but a real treat in those post war 

days!) and, to drink, a non-alcoholic Pimms! Then we would go back to his home and 

occasionally Charles and I (when we were older) would be allowed to take out his father’s 

very smart Thames launch (with a sloping rear) on the river on our own! I do recall powering 

through a speed limited section of the Thames and being shouted at by others as we sped 

past them! Great fun! 

I also remember with affection my Uncle “Twitch” (Thomas Innes, my mother’s younger 

brother, who sadly died in a car accident in his 30s) taking me out and loading me up with 

packets of sweets which I smuggled back into school – which was against the rules as we 

were only allowed 2 a day and 3 on a Saturday! 
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Regarding school work itself (the main reason I was there) I really can remember very little! I 

did quite well in Latin (really useful in this day and age!) but not much else. This was 

demonstrated by the fact that I got “middle fourth” in my Common Entrance exams for Eton 

– which was effectively (and actually!) a failure grade. Most of the boys at Sunningdale went 

on to Eton and certainly I had hoped to do so but, having failed, my parents had to find an 

alternative school which would accept me. And that school turned out, unfortunately, to be 

Stowe which, at that time, had a “bad reputation” which even my friends knew about! They 

were concerned for me and, although we promised to keep in contact, I never saw any of 

them ever again… Sunningdale was a wonderful happy school but it didn’t prepare me for 

what was to come, nor should it have done… 

 

 

Guy’s Cadillac – pictured in 1989 

 

  

Guy’s Uncle Twitch 
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Chapter Four: And So Onto Stowe School, 1960-1963 
 

Stowe is situated in the Buckinghamshire countryside and is, without doubt, one of the 

finest country houses in England. It is set in several hundred acres of landscaped gardens 

with follies, grottos, temples, towers and artificial lakes and became a school in the 1920s as 

a way of saving the property for posterity. There is much about Stowe on the internet and 

today all indications are that it is a first class school which, now, also accepts girls. But in my 

day, there weren’t any girls, just about 600 boys aged between about 13 and 18. And, of 

course, this was before Richard Branson’s time there as I’d left before he arrived. 

It was strange, looking back, that my friends at Sunningdale (then aged about 12!) knew 

about Stowe’s “bad reputation” for what would now come under the all-encompassing 

heading of “abuse” and, later, when I worked briefly in a factory in Buckingham my work 

mates there were a bit more forthright saying things like “Stowe’s full of queers 

(homosexuals - illegal at that time!) from the headmaster down!”. Of course that wasn’t 

entirely correct but, while I was there, lurid rumours about teaching staff did circulate 

followed, in one case, by a quick & unexplained departure, so maybe the opinion in 

Buckingham wasn’t entirely wrong! 

But as most people now know and partly as a result of the Independent Enquiry into Child 

Sexual Abuse and other similar investigations, there were many boarding schools and 

institutions, at that time in the UK, with similar issues and some were much worse! 

My parents knew something of the school’s reputation but my mother explained to me that 

the  previous headmaster had had a climbing accident in Skye, some 5 years soon after he 

had been appointed, and had never fully recovered from the head injuries he sustained. As a 

consequence, the school had gone “downhill”. However, she also told me, that the 

Governors had just appointed a very bright new Headmaster, Donald Crighton Miller (DCM), 

who would turn things round! No doubt, word of Stowe’s reputation had eventually reached 

the ears of the Governing body and they had decided enough was enough! Unfortunately, 

and over time, it became obvious to us that this was not to be the case as DCM never had 

the support of the senior staff and, as a result, he was effectively sacked just after my 

departure from the school. 

Quite simply parts of the school were out of control, some houses were run by the boys, 

many senior Masters (teachers) were ineffectual and, quite simply, didn’t want to change or 

be changed! 

(By one of those strange coincidences that sometimes happen, many years later when I 

found myself in conflict with a riding school, which had been franchised by a Cornish holiday 

park owned by Rank Plc., over the death of my wife’s horse, I ended up negotiating 

compensation with Angus Crighton Miller who was the responsible Board Director of Rank 

and owners of the park who was, in fact, DCM’s son! And I was able to discuss with him his 

fathers’ experiences at Stowe which were exactly as I have outlined above). 

But I’ve digressed and so back to the beginning… 
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Somehow when I first arrived, Stowe didn’t seem to have the same welcoming atmosphere 

as Sunningdale, nobody I met seemed especially friendly and there appeared to be an air of 

foreboding about the place. If I’d thought the 80 or so boys at Sunningdale a culture shock, 

to be in the middle of 600 was quite simply, overwhelming! 

Nevertheless, I found my way to my new house, Nugent, where I spent my first term waiting 

for a vacancy in my allocated house, Cobham. In fact and apart from being threatened by 

another “new boy” with a razor knife (something I’ve never seen or heard of before then) 

on my first day, my first term went reasonably well. 

In my second term I moved into Cobham house. The housemaster was Mr. Brown (“DIB”) 

whose claim to fame to be that he had played rugby for Scotland. However, that time 

seemed to be well behind him as he had developed an enormous stomach which appeared 

to be supported by the braces which held up his trousers and it was this which one first 

became aware of when he entered a room! His deputy was Mr. Vinen who seemed to me an 

“Ian Carmichael” (ever seen “Ealing comedies” such as “I'm All Right Jack”?) type of person 

and was totally ineffectual. 

Neither of them lived in Cobham house so during or before “prep” in the evening when 

whichever was on duty had left, the boys were left in control until the following morning! 

And this was when the bullying started and, of course, it was the new boys who came in for 

the worst punishment - they were the smallest! Unfortunately for me, I seemed to be the 

main target although Martin Bellamy (who became a friend) and one other (who cleverly 

learned to deflect attention from himself by becoming a comic) acted as reserves! No one in 

authority (especially DIB who was far too lazy and disinterested) wanted to intervene as it 

was simply considered a rite of passage, maybe a way of passing the time and, after all, 

everyone had gone through it to some extent anyway! 

Tom Brown’s Schooldays but without the open fire - luckily! 

Why was I their main target, I’m still not sure but maybe because I’d been prepared for Eton 

(most Sunningdale boys went on to Eton) which was a school many despised! (This had 

become clear in my first term when Stowe had played Eton in a friendly rugby match. The 

shouts from the Stowe touchline and the levels of violence meted out to the Etonians, who 

didn’t play rugby, was obviously alarming to them and to me too as I’ve never forgotten that 

day! Quite simply Stowe seemed to have a massive “chip on its shoulder” and many of the 

boys, quite simply, felt inferior to the Etonians). 

So, in reality, during my second and to a lesser extent in my third and fourth terms, Stowe 

became a fight for survival. But, in due course, I started to realize that the best way to 

combat bullying was to fight back, whatever the odds, which I started to do and on one 

occasion a lucky kick from me knocked out 2 two front teeth of one of my attackers (one 

down 10 to go!) - he never troubled me again! And in due course Martin Bellamy and 

another helped to, somewhat, even up the score too… which spoilt the fun! 

And, of course, as time went on, there was a new intake of boys to pick on. But the 

“culture” in Cobham did seem to start to change the following year and there was a new 

tougher housemaster on the way too… 
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But you may well ask, what was the teaching like which was, after all, the main reason for 

me being there as well as, supposedly, giving me a first class start in life! Amazing as it 

seems now, I simply can’t remember the names of any masters (teachers) who taught me 

nor can I remember going to any classrooms at all, but of course I did! In retrospect they 

must have been an uninspiring bunch especially as I can still clearly remember several of the 

teaching staff at Sunningdale! And it was probably more due to Budgie (Mr. Burrows) than 

any teaching at Stowe, that I did get Latin O Level! 

Of course my school reports were appalling, with the words “weak” and “poor” appearing 

regularly regarding my grasp of the various subjects on offer (“taught” is the wrong word!). I 

know my parents were concerned about me and my father threatened to send me to Oban 

High School if my reports didn't improve (I knew he’d had a tough schooling and always 

remember him telling me that he’d once found 7 slugs in his salad at prep school and had to 

eat them all as they were on his plate!) and I’ve sometimes wondered how different my life 

might have been if I’d been educated at Eton or, for that matter, Oban High School! 

But I knew that my mother and my cousins, Ethel & Madge Logan who lived near 

Buckingham who took me out occasionally at weekends, were worried too. My mother 

asked me about Stowe several times but I just couldn’t talk about it and simply blotted it out 

of my mind for many years. Since my mother died, I have found some correspondence 

between her and DCM - although I can’t help feeling from his letters that he probably didn’t 

know who I was and, in any case, he had pressing issues of his own to deal with! 

In fact it wasn’t till I went to the States that I first started to face up to my first year or so at 

Stowe but I wasn’t able to put it behind me until many years later when I became an elected 

local politician in Cornwall in 1993 and also a residential landlord with a “Supporting 

People” Accreditation (a scheme introduced by Tony Blair’s government) both of which gave 

me the opportunity to help others perhaps less fortunate than me. 

But as time went on Stowe did 

result in some positives for me… 

The first was music. Someone 

who I became friendly with later 

on was David Moores (now the 

Ex-Chairman of Liverpool FC) 

who’d seen the Beatles in 

Liverpool and brought them to 

Stowe in April 1963 for a fee of 

£100! Of course Martin Bellamy 

and I both saw them as did the 

whole school and, afterwards, I 

got their autographs which I still 

have today (see my YouTube 

video of The Beatles at Stowe 

which tells the complete story). I 

was transfixed and this resulted in music being my main hobby since and a part time job for 

Guy’s 1963 autographs of The Beatles 

https://youtu.be/8PWZntbYoKk
https://youtu.be/8PWZntbYoKk
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many years too (see https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/background/). 

The second is my love of follies and unusual buildings and Stowe had plenty of those! At 

that time many were unsafe, but I climbed 

every one it was possible to climb, went into 

every cellar that it was possible to enter 

including the so called “tunnel under the 

lakes” - all out of bounds, of course, but that 

was part of the fun. 

My favourite was the Bourbon Tower which 

was a 3 story tower which had been a cottage 

with a central “chimney” but at that time had 

no floors! However the stairs were built into 

the outside walls and conveniently someone 

had put a plank of wood between the top 

stairs and the central chimney! Yes I did visit it 

several times and “walk that plank” without 

falling off!  

And my second favourite was Cobham 

Monument, of course! The highest tower in 

the grounds although, in those days, the 

doorway was bricked up! However there is a 

ledge about 4 meters up and just above 

someone had conveniently removed a block 

of stone so it was possible to crawl in! Just 

to prove that I got to the top, bottom right 

is a photograph I took (I still take lots of 

photographs - see my Instagram & 

Facebook profiles!) of Julian Lister and 

another boy called Miller at the top, with 

both looking a little nervous! I still love 

follies and today have a small folly tower 

which I had built in a corner of my land a 

few years ago. 

Another highlight of my life at Stowe was 

that I climbed the “cedar” - once! This was a 

huge tree in sight of the school and 104’ 

(30m+) high. It’s strange to think now in 

these days of H & S that no one ever 

stopped any of us from climbing it and some boys spent a lot of their free time up it too! It 

wasn’t easy but I did have someone to guide me although I did my best not to look down as 

we went up! Some of the more difficult parts had nick names, including a wide branch which 

had no handholds at all! For some unknown reason this was known as “Queen Caroline’s 

Bourbon Tower 

Julian Lister and Miller at the top of Cobham 
Monument 

https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/background/
https://www.instagram.com/mackenzie.guy/
https://www.facebook.com/guy.mackenzie.79
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c**t” why, I've no idea, but perhaps the person who named it knew something that we 

didn’t! But I did get to the top! 

A final memory was “raiding” Tile House girls’ boarding school which was situated just 

outside the school grounds! In my last year I got to know a boy called Dick Price who had a 

girlfriend there and he would, at a prearranged time, creep into the school grounds through 

the bushes and either wave at the girls or, if he was lucky, his girlfriend would briefly meet 

him outside. Of course expulsion would result if either of them were caught! He invited me 

to come with him which I did on two occasions. 

However on the second, having just emerged from the bushes in front of the school, while 

we were busy waving to the girls who’d assembled in their common room, I felt a hand on 

my shoulder and a male voice behind me saying “what have we here?”! I shouted, “run 

Dick”, then ducked down and ran as if my life depended on it! I remember diving headfirst 

over a 5-bar gate somersaulting to the other side and running all the way back to Stowe! 

Well, we both made it but it was a “close thing” so I never went back! 

Postscript: In 1981 when I was in the States, I managed to track down my long-lost cousin, 

Tony Mackenzie (4th Baronet of Glenmuick), who, following his education at Stowe, 

emigrated to Canada and, for a while, became a Canadian “Mountie” before retiring to run a 

riding school in Vancouver Island with his Canadian wife, Marjorie. He was a most delightful 

man and always dressed in suit and tie with a white shirt and a stiff collar in the manner of 

an old-fashioned English gentleman. He and his wife Marjorie were both charming and 

hospitable. Of course we talked about Stowe and he told me that after he’d had his time 

there, he considered himself a failure and consequently left Britain never to return! I 

understood exactly how he felt… 
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Chapter Five: Applegarth and Freedom, 1963-1964 
 

It had become quite obvious by mid-1963 that the teaching at Stowe, and probably my lack 

of application, would not result in me getting any A levels there, so my parents generously 

sent me to Applegarth which was a private College which literally “crammed” a two year A 

level course into one year! 

Applegarth was a large house, almost next to Charterhouse School, and had a good 

reputation for getting results. It was a friendly environment and we had freedom (at last!) to 

go outside the school grounds and I enjoyed my year there. The teaching was, in the main, 

very good and, in the case of the English teacher, inspirational. Thanks to him, (and to my 

mother) I gained the love of English (and Scottish) literature and which I still have… 

After a term, my friend, Martin “Thumbs” Bellamy joined me there and our occasional treat 

was to walk into Godalming and into the nearest pub where we’d each have a bottle of 

Brown ale and a packet of crisps! I recall that the Brown was 1/3p and the crisps 6d (less 

than 10p in total today!). 

Although I hadn’t played football at Stowe (it wasn’t a football school!) because of my 

enthusiasm of the game, I became Captain of football (well, there were only about 25 of us 

in the whole school!) and we had some success playing matches against the Charterhouse 

“houses” which I really enjoyed. 

I was also able to pursue my love of music as “The Beat Club” had just opened in Godalming 

and, because we were by chance just about the first to know about it, we got 

complimentary memberships. We saw a band called “Shorty and Them” who had just 

recorded the Bo Diddley number, “Pills” (“As I was laying in a hospital bed, a rock n roll 

nurse came to my head, she said hold out your hand and put out your tongue, I’ve got pills 

and I’ll give you some… etc, etc.”). I still play my drums along to this great number, written 

by one of my favourite artists, with the “hi-fi high” and our dogs asleep on the sofa curled 

up against (on?) Sally reading her book - how she can “switch off” with that level of noise is 

beyond me! 

I also saw “The Undertakers” there - a fabulous band from Liverpool, (who came on stage 

appropriately dressed and with a coffin!) who’d just released their hit “Just a Little Bit” and 

are still performing today with, sadly, several enforced changes to their line-up. 

On a more personal note (?), during my time there I became, for a while, very friendly with a 

young, attractive trainee cook at Charterhouse and she and I spent quite a few evenings in 

“close contact” on a quiet dimly lit footpath which connected that School to the road to 

Godalming. Occasionally someone would venture past us with a smile and an apology... 

golden days (or do I really mean, “dark evenings”!). 

I was very happy at Applegarth it really was a breath (actually more of a “storm”!) of fresh 

air after Stowe and I made several new friends. One was from Thailand and I recall him 

showing me a picture of his house there, which looked like a huge office block. In my 

amazement and, without thinking, I actually said that but I don’t remember him being 
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impressed! 

I also became friendly with someone I’ll refer to as CM, who was set on becoming a priest. 

After we both left, we kept in touch and following my move to London, sometime later, he 

invited me out to dinner in a restaurant in Soho. So far so good! But what I didn’t realize 

was that it was a gay (still illegal at that time!) restaurant! I never saw him again but realized 

that he’d not only found his calling but also his lifestyle too… 

However, I do have to mention Robert Whittaker who was a huge character (although his 

stature was small!). I used to call him Bob, but he’d always take pains to remind me that his 

name was “Robert Charles Austin” not Bob! When he was at Applegarth he had a strong 

Yorkshire accent (although he was in fact from Wolverton, near Milton Keynes) which was 

absolutely fine but, later, when he moved to Dorset and I occasionally saw him there, his 

accent was broad Dorset! He was very much a countryman, loved all country sports 

especially horse racing. For a short while his enthusiasm rubbed off on me until I told my 

father - who I thought would be pleased. He wasn’t and begged me not to get involved in 

the “Geegees” as the sport had cost him so much over the years. So, as a consequence, I 

stopped. 

While at Applegarth, Bob and I also decided to try and make some money in the afternoons 

and so we canvassed ourselves as “dog walkers” at 3/- (15p) per hour! This was, I suppose, 

my first business venture and we had quite a few customers. Our first canine client was 

called “Copper”, as I recall, a beautiful and well behaved “Labrador” type dog who we used 

to enjoy taking for walks. 

Bob was convinced that he was always right but, after several arguments with the 

headmaster (I can’t remember what about!) he called him a f*****g c**t to his face, no 

doubt, jabbing him with his forefinger in the chest as he did so! Of course, this resulted in 

him being expelled! Bob’s father was furious and came and collected him, but all the way 

home Bob kept telling his father he was in the right! In fact, the last time I spoke to Bob 

about this, many years later, he still insisted that he was right and the headmaster was a 

f*****g c**t! 

Robert remained a friend until his very sad death from MS nearly 20 years ago. In his last 

years being able to only move his head and one arm he was looked after by his devoted, but 

long suffering, Fillipino wife - who came into his life after he refused to marry his long term 

girlfriend who then promptly went and married someone else. 

If I’m in Dorset I always visit his grave and there are always fresh flowers on it left, I’m sure, 

by his ex-girlfriend… 

Anyway and back to Applegarth! Despite the excellent teaching, I had no more success with 

my A levels there than I would have had at Stowe nor, as I recall, did Thumbs. It was huge 

disappointment not only for me but also for my parents as money was becoming an issue 

for them - apart from education, in my case money largely wasted! But there was also the 

“money pit” that was Calgary House (and still is as Sally and I discovered when we tried to 

buy it a couple of years ago!) but, more significantly, the financial mismanagement by a 

dishonest stockbroker who’d been recommended to them! 

So my next step was to get a job and relieve my parents of the financial responsibility of me! 
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They’d done everything they possibly could for me and, apart from the lack of academic 

success and the negatives of Stowe (which stayed with me for years until I’d become an 

Elected Local Politician in Cornwall, many years later) there had been, over the years, some 

real positives too! So onwards, upwards and onto the Buckingham Labour Exchange… 
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Chapter Six: Schools Out and the Road to London, 1964 
 

I left school in summer 1964 with no qualifications despite having had one year at 

Applegarth college, having failed Maths and French O level 5 times, with no idea of what 

sort of career I wanted... other than a desire to earn some money. 

Rather than going home to the Isle of Mull, I moved in with my elderly cousins, Ethel 

and Madge Logan who had a cottage near Buckingham and had so very kindly and 

generously provided me with a “home from home” while I was at Stowe. 

So almost immediately I was off to the Labour Exchange in Buckingham where I got my 

first job on a farm near Buckingham for a period of 4 weeks to help with the harvest. I 

had to live in as the working days were long and I was on the princely sum of about 3/6 

(18p.) an hour. Of course there was no room in the farmhouse (or maybe they didn’t want 

me there - more of that to come!) so I was put in a modern cottage nearby which had no 

furniture other than a bed and a chair… no, no TV in those days! 

It was really hard work and my fellow worker, who basically I got on well with - most of 

the time, liked to let me know how tough he was compared to me. He was appropriately 

known as “Digger”. On my very first day, the farm owner asked me if I could drive a 

tractor and I immediately said yes (as I’d just passed my driving test - on Mull!) although 

I'd never driven one! So he asked me to drive one of his down to a field to maybe try me 

out. However and not realizing that putting ones foot on the brakes was not the way to 

stop a tractor, I came charging up to the field, slammed my foot on the brakes and, of 

course, the tractor went sailing through the field gate (a new one too!) … not a very 

auspicious start! 

My life over these weeks seemed to follow a similar pattern, getting tractors stuck more 

than once in the silage pit etc... but Digger and I did have a few fun evenings (and one or 

two arguments where he threatened to beat me up - but didn’t as I told him I’d learnt 

Karate at school - l hadn’t) at the local pub where for the first and only time in my life I 

managed to drink 6 pints of beer (Bitter). Digger did slightly resent me as, due to the long 

hours I had to put in, did result in me earning slightly more than his 10gns (£10.50p) pw 

fixed wage. 

One memorable (?) time I can recall was coming into the farmhouse unexpectedly one 

afternoon and hearing unusual sounds coming from upstairs... sort of moanings and a yelp 

or two! Then the farmer’s wife and her brother in law came down the stairs doing up their 

clothes but didn’t expect to see me in the kitchen! She demanded to know what was I doing 

there and I mumbled something and was ordered back to work! As I walked out I heard 

them discussing whether I’d heard anything… I never said anything, apart from discussing 

the incident with Digger, but the farmer’s wife did seem to be a bit more friendly (could she 

have been wondering if I’d rat on her? - I didn’t of course!) with me from then on! 

When my four weeks was up, the farmer did half-heartedly offer me a few more weeks 

but it was an offer I was happy to turn down as, apart from anything else, my hands were  
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in ribbons from lifting bales of hay as I never wore gloves simply because I wanted to appear 

tough in front of Digger! 

In any case, my parents had arranged for me to go to France for 3 weeks to work on the 

Vendage (grape harvest) in the hope that I might learn some French! And my school friend, 

Martin “Thumbs” Bellamy (whose mother felt the same for him) was lined up to join me. 

So Thumbs and I before having about a week’s holiday in Mull, decided to have a look 

round the Soho music shops to kit ourselves out so we could one day hit the road as 

musicians! I bought a second-hand Broadway drum kit for £18 and Martin bought a 10 Watt 

Bird Amp and a Futurama 3 guitar (also second hand combined price £25) because they 

were the cheapest we could find! Plus, of course, a Chuck Berry songbook! 

However, sadly our best attempts at Johnny B. Goode and Whole Lotta Shakin’ in Mull 

and later at his home in Gloucestershire were met with at best “amused apathy” simply 

because nobody, including us, could recognize them! 

And then, after our brief holiday in Mull, we were off on our adventure… 

I don’t think anything really prepared us for our time near Dijon as life in the French 

countryside (long before the EEU) was primitive to say the least! In fact in the whole 

village there were only 2 flushing loos and when we arrived after many hours of travel, 

Martin asked “ou est le sale de bains?” (where is the bathroom?), everyone fell about 

laughing as there were no bathrooms in the village and a bath was… stand in the yard in 

your swimmies and get someone to hose you down! 

We were in the biggest house in the village along with around 10 other students of 

different nationalities and along with everyone else we shared one hole in the ground in 

the yard… needless to say with the summer heat, it absolutely stank! However our house 

did have one of the two flushing loos but only the women in our household were allowed 

to use it! 

As far as learning French, it was a good experience as almost no one, apart from Thumbs 

and an English girl who was running away from a broken relationship (and was rather 

off-hand with us as she seemed to prefer fraternizing with the locals), spoke anything 

other than French. 

All went well for a few days, lunches were long and really quite good (even if some of 

the meat had a peculiar flavour and texture!) with copious amounts of red wine. 

However and sadly, as it left a deep impression on me (and, as a result, I never returned 

to France for nearly 40 years), we witnessed the most incredible cruelty to a small 

defenceless animal which resulted in the English girl going into hysterics and the more she 

cried the more the others mocked her! Of course and despite her previous coolness to us, 

Thumbs and I sprang to her defence (we’d had to fight just to survive at Stowe – so fighting, 

even against overwhelming odds, was second nature to us), rolled up our sleeves and 

threatened to take on everyone! If the farmer hadn’t intervened, this story might never 

have proceeded further, but he did! He made all the others apologise and promise not to do 

anything like that again. An uneasy truce was called and an international incident was 

averted. 
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Later, that evening after copious amounts of red wine and something a little stronger too, 

the matter was put behind us, and life in the vines carried on. However, and maybe having 

seen me as something of a Knight in Shining Armour, a close friendship between the English 

girl and I commenced. However, one day, the farmer caught us canoodling (no, no we didn't 

go that far!) in the vines and sacked me on the spot! I immediately called my loyal friend, 

Thumbs, and said I’ve been sacked and we’re both leaving! We went back to the farmhouse 

and started getting our things packed but, while we were doing this (and probably because 

at this critical time, part of his workforce were leaving) he called us back as I recall him 

saying “mal a tete” and tapping his head which we understood to be an apology (maybe he 

was jealous of me?) which we accepted and returned to work. We both then returned to 

England, filthy and smelly (!) vowing never to return. 

As a postscript, I did meet the girl again in London, where she lived, but sadly the magic 

which we’d created in the vines had gone… 

By now, my parents were becoming concerned about me getting a career, especially as I’d 

just failed my army test, much to my Father’s disappointment (despite the fact that I’d have 

to work my way up through the ranks due to my lack of A levels - he retired as a full 

Colonel), as I have “flat feet”. 

I then returned to my cousin’s house near Buckingham and went back to the Labour 

Exchange, I immediately got a job in Richardson’s paint factory in Buckingham as a “filler in” 

doing the job of anyone who didn't turn up for work. I actually enjoyed the job and even got 

myself a room at a pub in the town - as I had no transport. 

I had several mates at the factory including Mick who was especially noticeable as he had 

the words “Cut Here” tattooed across his throat! He looked tough and probably was but 

we got on well and along with a couple of others used to go pubbing on pay day evening. 

The pub rules, where I was staying, were that, we lock the doors at 10.30 and you have to 

be in by then. Of course one night I came back late, the doors were locked, so up the 

drainpipe I climbed, over a flat roof and up another and eventually got into my bedroom 

without anyone waking up. The next morning when I appeared for breakfast, I was met 

with stony glares and prolonged silence and the landlord demanded to know how I’d got 

in when he’d deliberately locked me out! Needless to say, he evicted me on the spot! So I 

went back to my cousin’s house and an early bus ride to work. Actually this didn’t last long 

as a lunchtime drinking session with my mates and a late return to work resulted in me 

being sacked on the spot (well, given “my cards”) as I was perceived to be the ringleader - 

no one else got the sack! Not Fair!! Boo… 

By this time, Mick had a new girlfriend who made it obvious that she didn’t like me… maybe 

she thought I was a bad influence on him? But one excursion we did make together was to a 

tattooist who I watched covering over Mick’s throat tattoo with a butterfly - maybe he really 

was tough as he never flinched! 

I then got a job concreting the bases of electricity pylons, in November/December which 

was miserable and very cold and the Polish workers referred to me as “the boy”. I 

remember drinking tea from an empty tin and them complaining that I couldn’t work 
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fast enough - we were on piece work and earning £25 p.w. - a huge amount in those days! 

So once again, I got the sack but I had saved nearly £100 in those 4 weeks!  
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Chapter Seven: London at Last, 1965 
 

Just before I left Buckingham, I had an interview for a proper job as a trainee building 

supervisor with Limmer & Trinidad Lake Asphalt Co. Hooray, I got the job at the amazing 

salary of £9 p.w. (overpaid, I hear you say!) and started work at their Island Row depot 

which was at the wrong end of Commercial Road, East London. 

The company arranged digs for me which turned out to be a house of bedsits just off Manor 

House, North London. Fortunately for me, one of my fellow trainees was living there and he 

even had a car - a minivan and for £1 per week he agreed to take me back and forth each 

day. On reflection, this was almost the worst place I’ve ever lived as it was gloomy and 

poorly maintained but, worst of all in the six months I lived there, I only remember meeting 

one other resident… all the others seemed to like to be anonymous as when I either came in 

or walked out of my room, doors seemed to close! But it was cheap, just £2.10/- (£2.50) per 

week! My parents knowing my financial situation insisted on giving me an allowance of £10 

per month which I did my best to refuse and tried never to use - simply because I was 

determined to make it on my own. But I did use a small part of it to buy a winter coat! But 

on the one occasion when my mother visited London, I wouldn’t let her come and see my 

room - it certainly was depressing! Much later I found out that the block was owned by the 

Krays… 

However my one real enjoyment, there was no television in my room (and in fact I didn’t 

own a TV till the very late 1960s) was going to Finsbury Park and watching the Wrestling 

whenever I could afford the entrance fee, was it 5/-? It was fantastic entertainment and I 

enjoyed it so much that one evening I went and asked one of the doormen if I could have a 

word with Dale Martin, the promoter because I wondered if I could become a pro wrestler! 

He explained that the promoter wasn’t there that night but asked me if I had any experience 

of fighting - of course my answer was yes, but I didn't tell him that my skills were learnt at 

one of the top Public Schools as a means to survive! Of course I missed the next week’s 

show but, the following week, he saw me and told me that the promoter had been there the 

previous week and asked to meet me! I suppose, in hindsight, I wouldn’t have lasted long 

with the likes of Mick McManus, Giant Haystacks and Adrian Street… 

I quite enjoyed my work at Island Row, the other staff were both friendly and helpful but 

also used to take me out on roofing jobs to learn the business so I could become a 

Supervisor. I do recall having an argument with one elderly lady about who did most to 

win the War… Churchill or the men on the front line but apart from that and the 

unfortunate situation of being blamed for letting a lorry crash into the Flooring Manager's 

car, the day before he went on holiday with it, all went really well. 

Although one memorable time was when one of the Contracts Managers found himself 

with a crossed line (well, the telephone system was like that then!) with some girls who 

worked in a hair salon nearby. He called me over and suggested that I talk to them - which I 

did! They then invited me to come to the salon and meet them - which I also did! After 

some chat they showed me the first real porno pictures I’d ever seen and asked me 
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if I liked them! Of course as a young and somewhat naive 18 year old I didn't know what to 

say… so, after some thought, I said I didn’t! Quite clearly this wasn’t the answer they hoped 

for (I’d never experienced a 2 some in those far off days, let alone a 3 some!) and I was 

ushered out of the salon quite soon afterwards. Perhaps, once again, if things had worked 

out as the girls had intended (?), I would now have a story to tell! Heigh Ho… 

Of course, all the trainees from all over the UK occasionally were brought to the Fulham 

depot for intense training. At one of these sessions, there was the most annoying fellow 

trainee who kept interrupting the trainer and seemed to know more than he did! His name? 

Martin Kennedy-Bell who later became, and still is, one of my best and most loyal 

friends. 

Anyway and back to my job, after my 6 month initial training had completed, I was told 

that I needed an extra 3 months training (maybe the crashed car didn't help?) and was 

transferred to the Southampton Depot just outside Southampton but I did get a salary 

increase to £10 p.w.—a rise of over 10% so I was able to tell my parents that the 

allowance they had insisted on, was no longer needed!  
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Chapter Eight: Southampton Calling, 1965-1966 
 

I arrived at Limmer and Trinidad’s depot at Chandlers Ford, met some of the staff there and 

was taken to the Company “digs” which was a terraced house in Cranberry Avenue, 

Southampton. However what no one had warned me (did the Company realize, I wonder?) 

that this was, at that time, right in the middle of Southampton’s red light district! The Street 

Offences act was in its infancy, so there was no shortage of “talent” (perhaps not always an 

accurate description!) on display - but, certainly something of an eye opener for a shy lad 

from a sheltered background... 

I enjoyed my first few months with the Company and it was a beautiful part of the Country 

too. Also as my father knew the Rosthchild family from his racing days, I was invited to their 

beautiful Estate and they were charming and hospitable! But although they offered to come 

and collect me and take me back, I always insisted on getting the bus... When they rang me, 

they had to ring the office as there was no phone in Cranberry Avenue - this did cause some 

raised eyebrows in the office that a junior like me, on £10 p.w. could know a family like that! 

While in Southampton, I sold the Velocette 350cc motorcycle I had bought in London & 

ridden down on for the sum of £2.50 (it had cost me £15) and the next day the buyer came 

and asked for his money back - I refused! But I then bought a BSA 500cc Shooting Star for 

£28 which I absolutely loved and, yes, I did wear my leathers and visit the ton-up caff! Great 

fun too! I also recall riding up to Martin’s home near Cirencester in Gloucestershire in the 

pouring rain! By the time I got there none of my lights were working (well it was a British 

bike!) but thankfully the electrics had dried out overnight so I was able to return safely. I 

also remember taking one of my fellow trainees on the pillion to Bournemouth (it was sunny 

that day!). Of course, being a British bike, its stopping power was not very good and when a 

small sports car stopped suddenly in front of me, I went into its backend and we both ended 

up sitting (?) in the road. When we had all dusted ourselves down and found that nothing 

was damaged including the sports car or ourselves, we continued on our journey. Was it my 

imagination or did my passenger seem more nervous after that? No it wasn’t, as when we 

arrived he said that he’d never go on the back of my bike again! He never even thanked me 

for the lift and he even got the bus back to Southampton! 

However and prior to leaving the next year, I sold it for £58 - so my early vehicle dealing 

wasn’t entirely unprofitable. (Prices for these bikes today? The Velo maybe £2.5K and the 

Beezer maybe £4K - who would have known it then!). 

After a few months, I did get promoted to a Junior Supervisor on the felt roofing division at 

a salary of £12 p.w and I also got a Company car, a Vauxhall Viva! Some months after getting 

it, I got a bit over enthusiastic going round a corner and ended up sitting on the inside of the 

roof - the car had flipped over and there were no seat belts in those days! I wasn’t hurt at all 

but the car was a write-off (the company weren’t very happy and warned me that another 

write-off would result in my career getting similar treatment!). However more annoyingly 

for me was that I needed it for a new “date” I had lined up that weekend - in those far off 

days a car wasn’t just for transport... 
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But I basically enjoyed the job and got on well with the tradesmen who worked for the 

company mainly on “piece rate” and some made a lot of money! I remember having a 

discussion with one who was complaining about his wages and so I said, have a look at 

my wage slip! He did and said “that’s not bad for a weekly wage”. I did however have to 

point out that that was my calendar monthly wage. He couldn’t believe it as he was earning 

over 3 times as much as me! Even at that time l was starting to wonder how long it would 

take and how high I would have to get in the Company to actually start making some real 

money! 

I may have got on with the tradesmen well but after a few weeks another trainee moved 

into the digs. He was a fellow Scot (but with a Scottish accent!) and from day one, he and I 

just didn’t get on! We kept chipping away at each other till the day came that we had no 

option but to fight (well, the clans always fought each other when there were no English 

to fight - just to keep in practice!). We walked down to an area of waste land nearby and 

battle commenced! We fought the good fight for a while then, almost in unison, we decided 

enough was enough and called it a day and shook hands! (l always considered that if there 

was a winner on that day, it was me) When we returned to our digs somewhat bruised and 

bloodied we both said that we’d had an accident (I’m not sure that anyone believed us!) 

but, from that moment on, we became firm friends and remained as such till we both went 

our separate ways. 

However finding myself with evenings to spare and not being used to watching TV (yes the 

digs did have one but what we watched was down to a majority decision) I decided to put 

an advert in the local paper which stated drummer seeks group or musician to form one. As 

a result I met Bill and Bob (both of whom I kept in touch with until Bob’s untimely death a 

few years ago - later both his daughter and granddaughter have made contact with me via 

my website and Social Media) and joined their band, The Blue Stars (and, yes, they really did 

name themselves after the then well known chain of garages!). Also, fortunately for me, Bob 

was not only a brilliant guitarist, bass player and singer but drummer too! And I really didn’t 

have much of a clue about drumming then! Did he teach me all I know? Well not quite, but 

he did give me a good start! And I’m eternally grateful to him for helping set me on course 

for what my most important lifetime hobby - music (see the Guitar Collection website)! 

   

 

https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/
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We did some gigs too, starting off at the Railway Inn, Eastleigh in 1965 at the sum of £6! 

But, in 1966, we played possibly the biggest venue I’ve ever played at, The Southampton 

Guildhall on a 60s package show! Since then and with the help of Social Media, I’ve actually 

made contact with other musicians on that same bill (see the Background page on the 

Guitar Collection website)! 

However after about 15 months in Southampton, the Company decided that I should be 

transferred to Newcastle (but without my Company car!) and this double whammy was a 

step too far for me so I decided to get a job back in London and became a trainee Lloyds 

Insurance broker in late 1966. Surely there was a better financial future for me both in 

London and in The City!  

https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/background/
https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/background/
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Chapter Nine: London Again, 1966-1971 
 

My life in London started with me living in Fulham SW6 as my Southampton Limmer & 

Trinidad manager’s wife’s parents (still with me?) had a house with a small flatlet which they 

let out there. Of course I had to get to the City everyday by underground from Parsons 

Green to Monument as Bland Welch (my new employers) were based in Fenchurch Street. 

My memories of the underground were of the overcrowding in rush hour, the intense heat 

in summer and always having wet legs till my trousers dried when it rained. 

But, some of my insurance policies today are still with Companies which evolved from that 

job... 

But I can honestly say that the next 2 years of working life were the most boring and 

miserable that I’ve ever experienced but I had to learn the business of insurance and I just 

kept dreaming of getting into Lloyds and the untold riches that would result once I 

understood insurance! 

Well, it was a dream, but Lloyds did turn out to be pivotal in my career and, surprisingly, 

in my life too. 

Why was it boring? Well, insurance is boring! Why was it miserable? Well, you try working in 

a huge open plan office which had windows down one side only and who sat under the 

windows? In those days before computers, it was the typists and they always dressed in the 

thinnest of clothes and were always, seemingly, cold! Whilst the men, sat on the inside and 

had to always wear suits! In summer it was unbearably hot and whenever I tried to open the 

windows, the typists would close them saying they were cold! 

It got to the stage that several of them refused to speak to me (well I guess they were bored 

too - endless typing must be boring!) this really got to me for a while especially as they went 

out of their way to be friendly to others - glaring at me as they did so! 

However over a period of time, I devised a strategy to deal with this - be extra friendly and 

pretend that I didn’t care! This did throw them off course and gradually when they believed 

that their persecution (of me this time) had no effect, they got back to speaking to me... but 

with no real enthusiasm it has to be said! 

But it wasn’t all bad especially as Martin Kennedy-Bell, (who’d followed me to 

Southampton, but lived elsewhere as, by then, Limmer & Trinidad had decided that the red 

light district wasn’t the place for their trainees!) had now gone into Insurance too but, for 

him, it was with “The Pru” (The Prudential), and he was based at their huge headquarters in 

the City. I used to see him for lunch (well he was “courting” then!) the Pru had a fantastic 

subsidized canteen and he used to say to me “Come and have lunch, they’ll never know you 

don't work for the Pru”... and they never did! 

After about six months in Fulham, Martin Bellamy moved up to London and we got a flat in 

SW7 (our underground station was Gloucester Road) ... great postcode, shame about the 

flat! A “run down” one bedroom flat, and we had to have someone else share it with us so 
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we could afford the rent. I drew the short (or was it the long?) straw and slept in the living 

room (well at least I could “entertain” on my own!) and they shared the bedroom. 

It wasn’t the happiest time in my life as I got in with a very wealthy set, drank too much, got 

into debt and found out my first real girlfriend, as it turned out, preferred the company of a 

young, good looking South African man. Devastating for me at the time but part of life’s rich 

pattern. Last thing I heard was the distant sound of wedding bells in South Africa. I hope 

they’ve had a happy life! 

Life wasn’t all bad or sad, as I was invited two years 

running to the Royal Caledonian Ball and although I’m no 

dancer, I love the sound of Scottish music and the 

Bagpipes, and... l got my picture in Tatler magazine too! 

However and after one major drinking session, I had a 

serious car accident and wrote off my much cherished 

Minivan which was only insured for third party risks 

(which I’d bought for £134) and nearly myself. My two 

fellow travellers got off more lightly but I was unconscious 

for 4 hours and my sight was at risk for several weeks - 

well you don't go headfirst through the windscreen of a 

vehicle into a stationary lorry and come out unscathed! 

Sometime later, my kind mother generously sold some 

jewellery and bought me a second-hand Triumph Herald. I 

didn’t refuse the offer of financial help this time. Thank 

you Mother! 

This did, however, become a turning point in my life for several reasons. I was “off sick” 

for several weeks and on full pay too which helped get me out of debt and it gave me a 

chance to reassess my lifestyle and start to turn things around. Whilst in hospital, neither 

of my fellow travellers in the van bothered to come and see me although Martin Bellamy, 

as I remember, came every day - so much for transitory friendship! But I never got into debt 

again (even to buy a car) except for investment purposes. 

After a period at my cousins’ house (sadly, they had both recently died), I was looked after 

by their kindly housekeeper, Mrs. Marshall, I then went up to Mull. On my return, Bland 

Welch must have taken pity on me and my battered face still full of bits of windscreen (the 

hospital Doctors had helpfully said “you'll have to let them work their own way out”) and 

promoted me to the position of Junior Broker in Lloyds at the vast salary of £1,000 p.a.! My 

duties were what was known as a “scratchboy” (i.e. I got minor amendments to insurance 

policies (“scratched”) by minor underwriters) and also to queue on behalf of the senior 

brokers waiting to see the “lead” underwriters. Sometimes the queues lasted for days so I 

had plenty of time to chat to fellow brokers and junior underwriters. 

Lloyds was a melting pot of people and ideas with everyone (and it was men only then!!), 

seemingly, looking for an opportunity! Whatever you wanted or wanted to know, you just 

had to find the right person and that’s how I got into Swipe! What was Swipe? It was a 
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domestic cleaning fluid sold direct by an ingenious Multi Level marketing technique (how 

much ended up with the consumer is open to debate!) which has since been made illegal! I 

worked hard in my spare time for about 6 months, didn’t make much money (who did, I 

wonder - apart from the people at the top!?), but it helped me to realize that I had an ability 

to sell. And from then on I’ve always had to have a second business or hobby in my spare 

time - although I put my drumming on hold, for now anyway. 

One person who was looking for an opportunity was one of my bosses, Ray, who was a 

music impresario, talent spotter and manager. His most successful protégé was Mark Winter 

(“Venus in Blue Jeans” etc.) who I recently interviewed for my YouTube channel (Mark is still 

performing today -  here’s an interview by Guy with Mark: https://youtu.be/9tWa7_Kjii8) 

and we discussed Ray who was a really helpful and friendly person but (in those times when 

being gay was still almost illegal) much mocked (his walk, his hand gestures, his flick of the 

hair) by one of his fellows (I can still see that person now!) and, embarrassingly for us Junior 

Brokers, right in front of us too! How times change and for the better too! 

Another example was when my father found some Mackenzie odds and ends which he was 

going to throw away, but decided to send them to me offering to split anything I got 50/50 

with him. He thought they weren’t worth anything so, having asked around, I was directed 

to the one dealer in London specializing in such items. I sold them for £55 - doesn't seem a 

lot today, but my share was about a week and a half’s net wages so I was, of course, 

delighted but more pleased that I’d done something for my father who was simply 

astounded and mentioned it to me several times! 

Of course with people looking for an opportunity there is always a dark side too! Let me 

explain: I had an ex-Etonian friend called William (the name has been changed to protect 

the guilty!) whose father was one of the top people in Lloyds. For about a year we were 

level pegging and, I thought, good friends but he got his promotion (which was before I did!) 

and seemed on the way to the very top! 

Having achieved this elevation and obviously feeling very important, he decided to ignore 

me and pretend he didn't know me - of course I was still a Junior! Annoying! 

For a long time I never thought much more about it, but several years later, I saw William’s 

picture and name splashed across the front pages of every newspaper! He had just been 

captured by Interpol as he was the frontman for a major international drugs ring! I could 

hardly believe it and so wrote to his father c/o Lloyds for confirmation. His father wrote a 

long letter back saying how disappointed he was but blamed his ex-wife, for William’s fall 

from grace (if that’s what one calls serving time in Wormwood Scrubbs!) 

About the time I got into Swipe, I met Julie (her name has been changed to protect, in her 

case, the innocent) and we became a couple and remained so for some time. She helped 

develop my appreciation of the arts and culture - especially the West End plays (for 

example, “There's a Girl In my Soup”) and Shakespeare. I loved “Macbeth” and always will 

remember a magical production of “Midsummer Night’s Dream” in the Regents Park open 

air theatre and still try to see this wonderful play every year. But I hated the ballet and 

opera and still do - for me once was more than enough!! 

https://youtu.be/9tWa7_Kjii8
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On the rare occasions when I could afford to take Julie out for dinner (?), it was to either 

“The Stock Pot”, just off Knightsbridge which cost just over £1 for a freshly made Spaghetti 

Bolognaise and a glass of wine, or The Bistro Vino at South Kensington where a paté starter, 

followed by steak, chips and peas plus a glass of wine cost about 35/- or, my favourite, The 

Trencherman, which was owned by actor Terence Stamp, which offered a huge main course 

for 2 plus a carafe of wine for just £3. 

We also went once to the 555 café in Battersea Park Road made famous by Princess 

Margaret and her husband, the former Anthony Armstrong Jones. Inexpensive maybe, but 

somehow it didn’t do it for us! 

I’m getting ahead of myself now, but the first time that I started to believe that property 

was my future, was when Martin KB and I had decided to buy a large house together and 

rent out rooms. We actually found one in Munster Road, Fulham with 6 bedrooms for 

£6,500 - so 4 bedsits and one each for us - but no lender would advance more than 2 and 

a half times one salary (not two!) and neither of us could raise the difference so our 

ambitions, at this time, were thwarted. 

This all happened at about the time that Julie’s mother organized a 3 month trip for her in 

the States and presented it to Julie as a “fait accompli”. Before she left and realizing my 

disappointment over the house in Munster Road, Julie said that she’d buy one for me when 

she got back little understanding my personal ambitions and desire that, if I was going to 

make it, I’d make it on my own! Maybe it was that when we were apart, I realized her 

outlook and ambitions didn’t match mine or perhaps it was her political affiliation, but when 

she got back, I’d moved on. Although the dye had been cast, Julie remained in my thoughts 

for a long time afterwards. Perhaps her mother got her wish? I’ll never know. 

But I’ve digressed and now return to life just before Swipe… 

After about a year, Martin Bellamy and I could no longer bear to live in the squalor of the 

flat we’d rented and went our separate ways. After 2 false starts, including moving into a 

rundown house in Chelsea, (owned by a young film director and his wife who were friends 

of Andre Previn and film star Mia Farrow but I seemed to be the only one of the five of us 

who minded that the only shower in the house didn’t work - there was no bath!), I moved 

into a large bedsit on the top floor of a mansion block flat in Drayton Gardens. It had a 

lovely west view over the rooftops, I even had my first TV, luxury indeed! I was happy there 

and stayed there until I bought my own flat. 

Back in Lloyds in the days after Swipe, I too was looking for a new opportunity and it came in 

a surprising way! Queuing to see an underwriter in Lloyds, the broker next to me said he 

had a Vauxhall Cresta (yes one of the really big ones with American styling) that was worth 

£50 but would cost £75 to repair and didn’t know what to do with it! Of course like any 

young person, I used to follow car prices and knew it had a value so I said I’d take it off his 

hands (for nothing!) which he agreed to provided that I came and collected it - which I did. I 

immediately advertised it in the Evening Standard, for £55, had a number of replies and sold 

it for £50. Well, it’s hard to believe now, but in those far off days there was actually a 

shortage of cars to buy and the waiting list for a new one was often about 3 months! How 
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times change! 

And so my part time car dealing days started. My next car, which I bought this time from 

another queuing broker in Lloyds, was a left hand drive Mk II Sunbeam Alpine which I 

bought for £50 and drove down to a car dealer I knew of in Fulham and sold it for £75! 

So then it was onwards and upwards but the best deal I did was on a battered, but almost 

new, MGB (which I’d been told about by the lads in the garage opposite) which was owned 

by Robin Day’s (who was then a major TV interviewer) wife. So I went to see her and agreed 

a deal at £340 and I still have the paperwork! A few weeks later when her new car arrived, 

she contacted me by letter, but asked for another £20 for the hard top and £7.50 for the 

tax! I stuck to my guns and only agreed to pay for the unexpired car tax! Two days later I 

sold it for £480 to a friend of a friend and charged extra for the tax! 

But not all of my deals were so easy, for example the back street garage which I sometimes 

used (they always liked to tell of their friendship with one of the ex-enforcers of the Krays - 

maybe to ensure that I paid my bills!) for inexpensive repairs had an American Estate for 

sale at £240 which was a fair retail price, a Ford Fairlane as I recall. A few days later they 

phoned me and said they’d accept £180 provided I paid them immediately which I did! 

However although they let me have the log book, they kept coming up with excuses as to 

why I couldn’t have the car, despite having paid them the money! 

So I contacted Martin KB and asked him if he’d come with me to see them to try and get the 

car. In those days Martin could look sinister without trying... he wore tinted glasses, a very 

smart 3-piece pin striped suit, didn’t smile very often and always had one hand in the upper 

pocket of his waistcoat! Quite clearly when we turned up at the garage, the 2 partners 

thought I had brought a gangster with me (with a “shooter” in his waistcoat pocket!) and 

nervously asked me, looking at Martin, what the problem was? When I said I’d come for the 

car they couldn’t wait to give it to me! Problem solved! Thanks Martin! 

People might ask today what did you do about road tax and insurance? No problem, as in 

those days, you just wrote “tax in post” on your windscreen and my car insurance covered 

me for driving other cars - I never registered any in my name! Life was, in some ways, much 

simpler then before computers! Maybe I was just lucky too! 

But by now Martin KB and I had moved on to selling Unit Trusts which was a difficult sell 

but, we were surprised to discover years later that the exaggerated pay-outs predicted, 

actually weren’t far off the mark - if one cashed in at the right time! 

Thanks to the sale of cars in my spare time I had built up the deposit for a flat and, hearing 

from one of my contacts in Lloyds, that an “out of town” estate agents were selling ex 

Council flats in Central London below their real value, I contacted them immediately. The 

first flat I saw was in a 2 bedroom flat in Asburnham Mansions, SW10 and the price? £5,150 

which I could afford despite using up nearly all my savings! Only problem was that I had also 

used up my car trading working capital on the deposit and fees for my flat. And as Unit Trust 

sales were slowing down, I started selling typing courses, 2 or 3 evenings a week, to “leads” 

supplied by the Typing sales company. They were easy to sell as the customer paid £4 

deposit (which was my sales commission), signed up and then was lent a typewriter for the 

duration of the course but how many typewriters were repatriated, I’ll never know as I’d 
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long gone by then! But I moved into my flat in 1971 and, knowing that I could sell it locally 

for more than the amount I’d paid, started looking around to see what I could afford. Well, I 

could get 2 conversion flats in Parsons Green for about £7,000 then - one I could buy 

outright and the other would have to be on mortgage. 

However my property ambitions would have to wait several years because events, which 

I’d never anticipated, suddenly overtook me and very soon my life changed forever, but 

that’s another story... 
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Chapter Ten: All Change! 1972 
 

Yes, the year 1972 brought bigger changes than I could ever have imagined! 

 

In 1971, I had bought my first property in Chelsea (well, in the “Worlds End” of SW10 

anyway!), but, although I had no money, I owned a battered sports car and was, in a way, 

almost “a man about town”! Seemingly just a few months later in 1972, I was a married man 

with a child on the way driving an elderly 4 door saloon car! Here’s how it happened. 

I’d met Paulene through a friend at Lloyds (yes Lloyds again!) and, within a short space of 

time we married in February at Chelsea Registry Office. Our reception was held at my 

cousin, Gilbert’s (Lord Kilmarnock) beautiful Grosvenor Estates owned Belgravia home 

which had a ballroom in the back of the house. And my best man was Martin Kennedy-Bell. 

Also, in attendance, was my friend, Martin “Thumbs” Bellamy. 

In those early days Paulene, under the strict and determined supervision of her mother, was 

a respected graphic artist, who supplemented her income with freelance design work in the 

evenings which she undertook in her mother’s home near Park Royal (where she lived until 

our marriage), then about 15 minutes’ drive away from my flat. 

Amanda was born on the 19th May and, of course, our lives changed forever. In June, about 

6 weeks before his death, my father, looking very frail, made the trip to London and was 

delighted to meet his grandchild. I have always been happy to know that he met her as I 

knew how much it meant to him. 

During the year, with Paulene’s mother’s help the flat was redecorated plus, Paulene’s flair 

for design (and thus a glimpse of “what might have been!”) transformed the living room into 

a space that all our visitors remarked upon despite the second-hand furniture, given to me 

by the caretaker of the flats where I previously lived. Paulene’s mother also taught me to lay 

carpets which stood me in good stead when I first started, “on a shoestring”, several years 

later, the property portfolio which Sally and I now own. 

This was also the year that I moved out of London having allowed myself to be cajoled 

(maybe the mouse infestation helped too!) into buying an ultra-modern detached house in 

High Wycombe built by the Dashwood Estate, which was financed by the profit made on the 

flat which I sold for £11,750! Also, now having the responsibility of a wife and child, the time 

had come for a new career and the obvious option was as a salesman. Consequently, I got a 

job as a trainee sales representative with the Unilever Company, Clynol purveyors of ladies’ 

hairdressers’ supplies, who just happened to also be based in High Wycombe. But I was still 

trading in old “bangers” to supplement my income! 

After a rocky start, I was given my own territory and within 18 months had become the most 

successful salesman (of about 60) in the company. As a result of this achievement coupled 

with some “badgering” from me, I managed to get myself included in the Unilever 

management trainee scheme and became, the first non-University educated, ex-sales rep. 
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ever to achieve this! But that and the future (of which glimpses can be found here: 

www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/background) is another story… 

  

https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/background/
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Chapter Eleven: Clynol, High Wycombe and Fat Man’s Toy! 
1972-1978 
 

Having already written briefly about my new job and new home in High Wycombe, I’ll now 

go into more detail about both. 

The house was situated in on the outskirts of the town with fabulous views to the 

surrounding countryside through 2 huge picture windows which effectively took up an 

entire elevation. It had a double slope flat roof but almost no insulation so, while it was 

warm in winter with its warm air central heating, in summer it was like a greenhouse! Not 

only that but with a pocket handkerchief front garden (the rear was even smaller!) and the 

road in front serving the whole estate, it was actually like living in a goldfish bowl! Every car 

that passed seemed to want to have a look in - well there were only 3 TV stations then and 

this was local (upmarket?) Coronation Street but with a modern twist! Consequently, within 

just over 3 years we’d move on, but I’ll come to that later… 

Clynol which was part of Unilever, a huge conglomerate which manufactured shampoo, 

hairspray etc, and in those days, was based just a mile away. I initially was given a couple of 

weeks training with a successful sales rep who explained to me how to deal with the 

hairdressers who were our customers. Clynol was an old-fashioned supplier of ladies 

hairdressing products which lagged behind the market leaders which were Wella and 

L'Oreal and relied on promotions to maximize the product sales rather than national 

advertising. Often there were offers like: Buy 4 gallons of shampoo and get one free and as 

the years went on the promotions got more generous (sometimes, buy 1 get 1 free! Or buy 

so many and get a free gift - which was very effective with some salon managers!) 

But my trainer had a twist on this which he confided to me. If a salon is delivered product by 

mistake (which happened quite often!) or over ordered (not unusual!) just offer to take to 

the unwanted product back yourself, send a memo to head office authorizing a refund but 

don’t bother to send the product back to head office as, the chances are, they’ll forget 

about it even if they contact you asking for it to be returned. This will give you the option to 

either make up your own offers or sell it for cash! 

I couldn’t quite see the logic in this for the Company but did occasionally take his advice in 

the future as the Company was so inefficient, but I never was stupid enough to sell any 

product for cash as this would obviously result in dismissal if found out! Needless to say, 

about a year later my “trainer” was dismissed, no doubt for that very reason! 

When the company considered that I was trained sufficiently to be given my own territory, 

it just happened to be the one based on a 50 or so mile radius of the Clynol Head Office in 

High Wycombe! 

As previously stated, I initially struggled to achieve my monthly sales targets and this 

resulted in me being somewhere very close to the bottom of the entire Company sales force 

of about 60 which did put my future prospects with the company in some doubt! So I 

decided to change tack... and my secret? You’ll have to wait for the sales training video on 
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my YouTube channel! Coming soon! But it was legal and it worked so, within a matter of 3 

months, I was top sales representative in the whole company! To begin with the Sales 

Director didn’t believe my figures thinking wrongly, of course, that I was emulating my 

trainer whose career had just hit the buffers! But when the company realized that my 

results were genuine, I became something of a star and was feted with commission (actually 

very modest!) but, more importantly, for my future prospects, by the Sales Management 

team and the Company Director. 

Quite early on, I’d realised that progression & life in Clynol (or any Company) as a salesman 

was relentless as one was only as good as the previous months’ results. But also that, in 

Clynol and, for that matter, Unilever, the way to the top was via the Management Trainee 

scheme (specifically reserved to University graduates) which was via “Marketing” (what is 

“Marketing” you may ask? It’s the profitable promotion of a business or service). So I 

resolved to try and doorstep my way into the Marketing department at the earliest possible 

opportunity. The opportunity came in 1974, when one of three graduate trainees left and, 

on the basis of my sales results and natural intelligence (!?!?) somehow managed to get 

myself promoted to Junior Product Manager. My two remaining colleagues were a little 

suspicious of me (as I wasn’t an ex-university graduate like them) and kept referring to the 

“stumblebums” (which was their not too flattering description of the salesmen!). Well, we 

were in competition, after all! But I largely ignored them hoping they’d go away and, in due 

course, one did and life was a lot easier with her replacement as he and the other member 

(of the “team”) didn’t like each other from day one! 

I’m now going to backtrack to domestic life, returning later to Clynol, which along with 

Bland, Welch, was pivotal in my life (Clynol had taught me, as a salesman, time 

management, as a marketing person, business profitability as well as constructing and 

costing marketing proposals plus public speaking - which stood me in good stead when I 

became an elected local politician many years later) ... 

Financially life was quite tough as my mortgage, although only £7,000, was at the limit of 

what I could afford despite the car sales (which was becoming more challenging as the 

Japanese imports flooded in and car buyers became more “street wise”)! As a consequence, 

going “out” was really a “nonstarter” - especially as Paulene’s “get up and go” had 

unfortunately stayed in London. So, holidays were almost always at my mother’s house… 

However an early holiday at Calgary proved too much for Paulene when Iona, the Duchess 

of Argyll (daughter-in-law of my father’s late friend, Ian, the 11th Duke) called in 

unexpectedly! Paulene looked at her as if she'd seen a ghost, visibly shook when introduced 

and grabbed Amanda for comfort, hugging her to her body as she sidled into a corner of the 

drawing room, unable to speak! It was so embarrassing, not just for me, but for Iona too and 

she left soon after - somewhat nonplussed and never to return! It didn’t bode well for the 

future. But the reality was that Paulene and I had little in common (including fresh air, 

exercise and Highland weather!) apart from a deep love of Amanda! We came from 

different worlds and stepping up to a part of mine was simply beyond her capabilities. 
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My mother sold Calgary in 1976 and, after she moved to Norfolk, we holidayed with her 

there too - apart from once in Cornwall which introduced me to a part of the country which 

I immediately fell in love with and where, several years later, I made my home. 

So back to the early 1970s, after several months of endlessly watching, mainly boring, 

evening TV, I decided to try and find another band to eventually supplement my earnings 

with income from gigs - which I’d had a taste of in Southampton. Looking through the local 

paper one weekend, I saw an advert which immediately caught my eye which started “Are 

you middle aged but still alive...” and ended “...drummer wanted”. Well, I did feel somewhat 

middle aged but, I was very much still alive and joined Jack and Dennis who had been trying 

to put a band together for several years without success. Long story short, after about 6 

months of practice, fuelled by homebrewed beer and calling ourselves “Fat Mans Toy”, we 

were ready for our first gig - in the function room of a pub in Reading. We looked forward to 

it with anticipation. When the evening came we arrived early full of excitement! But, as we 

set up our equipment, there was an eerie silence in the room which endured throughout 

the evening and, in fact, we always outnumbered our audience! The evening was a disaster! 

But we did get paid! 

We nearly broke up but decided to practice even harder as we were determined to succeed. 

Luckily Jack lived in a detached bungalow so noise wasn’t an issue with his neighbours and 

his kitchen gave us enough room to set up our equipment. However the one victim of our 

music was Jack’s treasured crystal glass collection which was displayed on a shelf! After one 

“all out” practice session, no doubt we played lots of Status Quo numbers, the shelf parted 

company with the wall which it was attached to! The result - just a pile of broken glass! 

Ouch! 

Apart from playing drums my job was to find bookings and, after a few weeks, with several 

in our diary, we hit the road again. This time we were a success and ended up doing 

between 1 and 2 gigs every weekend. We even played at the Bell in Maidenhead which was 

a well-known local venue and I have the recording (done on a £10 cassette tape recorder) of 

me on lead vocals, and playing drums, on the Eddie Cochran number, Twenty Flight Rock 

(this recording is now on YouTube!) Also take a look at The Guitar Collection’s Background 

page for more musical information on Fat Man’s Toy! 

But over time, as it always seems to be with bands, personalities and content get in the way 

and the band split. Surprisingly, Dennis wanted to leave his long-term friend, Jack, and 

decided to stay with me. Quite soon we met Eric and formed Earthborn and in due course 

Mike joined us as lead guitarist. This certainly wasn’t my best or most enjoyable line up 

(especially as Eric’s van always seemed to pick me up just as “Poldark”, my favourite TV 

programme, was starting!) but it was even more financially successful as we played either 2 

or even, occasionally, 3 nights every week. And if we ever were short of a gig I had made a 

telephone call to a busy agent, Bob Kember of Watford, who always came up with a gig - 

even if it was for just a drummer! As a result this became an important extra income for us. 

(the Background page on The Guitar Collection website has more information and photos of 

Earthborn!). As this was also the time when package holidays to Spain had started, there 

were always requests for “Viva Espana” or “Spanish Eyes” from the audience. And who drew 

https://youtu.be/KbFPG-4Degs
https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/background/
https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/background/
https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/background/
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the “short straw” as vocalist? Me! Well the audiences weren’t too demanding then or as 

one club manager put it “after they’ve had a couple of drinks, all you need is a couple of 

monkeys and a dustbin”! Not true of course, but not so far off, all the same! 

Of course this was in the heady days of the 70s before the internet, social media and Netflix 

etc, so the clubs were always packed and the performers were the stars. So, coupled with a 

job dealing with hairdressers, temptation was all around and sometimes irresistible. But, 

Keith Forshaw, when you read this, the big Blackburn connection was in the 80s, not the 

70s. It’s your memory, dear boy, playing you tricks! 

A final mention of bands and line-ups in the late 70s 

takes me to Tony Price, following the demise of 

Earthborn, who was probably the best vocalist and front 

man I ever worked with, and the person with whom I’ve 

most enjoyed performing. We played as a duo, trio or 

four piece or whatever the venue or our agents required 

(sometimes as “Earthborn” as I kept the name) and 

remained friends for the rest of his life... We even did a 

few gigs in Cornwall in the mid-80s after I’d moved there 

when he came to stay. With the right promotion and a 

slice of luck Tony would have been the star he always 

deserved to be and here he is singing “Devil Woman” so 

decide for yourself... 

Now returning to Clynol & having just been promoted, 

the new Marketing manager, Tony Lunch (who I still 

have a contact with) decided to give me the task of 

organizing the Clynol Cup which was the showcase for 

hairdressers to demonstrate their professional skills. 

However, in previous years Clynol’s version of this 

competition had been a very poor imitation of that held 

by Wella and L’Oreal. So we decided to hold the 

competition at a top Hotel in London’s West End and 

book Noel Edmunds and the famous band, Marmalade, 

and hoping that, for once, we’d get a good attendance - 

rather than the rather depressing turnouts we’d had in 

the past. There was lots of discussion in the office 

involving the Company Directors and, even up till the 

day itself, we had no idea whether our expensive gamble 

would pay off. In fact several of our colleagues feared 

the worst and said so. But Tony and I kept telling 

ourselves and anyone who’d listen that it would be 

alright on the night! And kept our fingers firmly crossed... 

On the night, when the doors opened, Tony and I were busy welcoming guests in the hall 

and there did seem to be a lot arriving! But the first thing we knew that something had gone 

Clynol Cup press report 

https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/tony-price-2008/
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wrong (actually I mean “gone right”) was when the hotel manager came to us in a panic 

about half an hour later telling us that he’d had to close the doors as the venue was full! We 

simply couldn’t believe it but when we looked downstairs, the hotel foyer was crowded with 

hairdressers trying to get in and some who had even bought tickets in advance were refused 

entry! Others, looking to make a grand entry halfway through, couldn’t get in! It was chaos 

and the hotel had never seen anything like it and they had staff everywhere trying to hold 

back a tide of hairdressers clamouring to get in! 

Tony and I had never imagined in our wildest dreams that the show could be a sell-out so 

safety attendance limits had never crossed our minds! 

As a result there were some very unhappy Clynol customers (and the Directors spent 

months afterwards placating them!) but suddenly people (including the trade press) were 

talking about Clynol and as Oscar Wilde is quoted as saying “there is only one thing in the 

world worse than being talked about, and that is not being talked about”! 

Clynol certainly was talked about for months afterwards! 

 

Clynol Cup Management team. From left: Robyn Hoskyns-Abrahall, Sales Director, Tony 

Lunch, Marketing Manager, Albert Smith, Managing Director, Ken Hylton-Smith, 

Chairman, Guy Mackenzie, Product Manager, Unknown Salesman. In front the three 

winning models with winner, Tabby Paine, centre! 

Following the Clynol Cup, I was promoted to Product manager and given responsibility for 

shampoos and setting lotions including the launch of “Fullness” which gave thin hair an 
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appearance of more “body” - hardly surprising as the product contained slivers of clear 

plastic! But it was a successful launch! 

Following this in 1976, I was given the 

“poisoned chalice” of control of the ladies 

wig division. For some unknown reason and 

with the wig business in sharp decline, 

Clynol purchased Ginchy wigs (for sale to 

hairdressers), Deltress wigs (for sale to 

department stores) and the franchise for 

Christian Dior and Pierre Balmain wigs. And 

in a light-hearted effort to create some 

interest in wigs, Tony Lunch and I put a 

band together to play at the Clynol 

Christmas party and we all wore Ginchy wigs! 

But the reality was that there was nothing that could be done to prevent the decline in wig 

sales and so we looked out for another product to prop up this sad state of affairs… and 

what we found was ear piercing! A trip to the States had discovered that this was fast 

becoming a fashion statement and the new way to do it was with a gun rather than a 

needle. We quickly found a supplier for the gun and the studs, signed a sole agreement for 

the UK and we were off - in department stores (just beaten by Clairol) but the very first in 

hairdressing salons. It was a fabulous success and within 12 months this was the biggest 

selling product in Clynol’s history! Today, as we all know, piercing is bigger business than 

ever! 

My reward, a few hundred pounds a year increase in salary which now reached the (not 

very) dizzy height of £5,000 pa! Consequently, when I was approached in 1977 by one of our 

overseas customers in Europe, to start up his business in the UK at a salary of £8,000 pa plus 

commission and an “executive level” car, I accepted with alacrity especially as Clynol was 

then in the process of moving their head office up to Yorkshire which would have meant me 

moving there too! The reason for the move? Entirely financial, as the chance of buying the 

franchise for a revolutionary new hair roller called “Click Lok” was more than our Directors 

could resist. It was a great idea, but it never worked although we authorized several 

expensive attempts at modification! The reality was that it had cost the company dear and 

the offer of a financially assisted move, which basically got the Company out of a financial 

black hole, was irresistible! 

I stayed with the European company, who marketed ladies wigs, men’s hair products 

(including a new lightweight and inexpensive hairpiece), until I left for the States in late 

summer 1979 having set up a network of dealers throughout the UK (this was exactly what I 

did in later in the States and thus got paid to see all the places that Julie had so vividly 

described, in her letters to me, over 10 years previously). 

Over that time, I made several good friends and contacts, including Keith Forshaw of the 

Trend Group who I last saw when he visited us in Cornwall just before the second lockdown 

last year! But whenever I went to Europe for a meeting, the Managing Director would meet 
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me at the airport and take me for a really top-class meal (which I enjoyed then but no 

longer, just give me a Cornish pasty and I’m a happy man!) but I always had to stay in his 

house in his smallest guest room, sleeping in the most uncomfortable camp bed which, like 

the room, was also very small! But, after dinner and before going to his home, my function 

was to drive him round his local red-light area so he could choose a “companion” (female) 

for the next hour or so! I then parked nearby waiting for him to emerge and take him home, 

which seemed only a few minutes away! He was a gambler both in life and in business and, 

for all I know, still is! 

Back now to 1976 and a change of house which turned 

out to the start of the rest of my life (because that was 

the year I first started buying property for investment). 

It also made a big difference to Amanda because, after 

waking up every night 5 or 6 times (maybe partly due 

to the heat in the original house during summer) she 

started sleeping much better and was, in fact going 

through the entire night! Also, she was growing up and 

one of my greatest pleasures and memories is taking 

her for walks - short and slow at first but getting longer 

and faster as time went on! She was the dearest little 

girl! 

But for me, as the cost of this house was the same as 

the selling price for the previous one and with a higher 

income, I increased my mortgage by £4,000 partly to 

renovate the cottage which Paulene had bought in St 

Just, Cornwall several years previously (and the work 

only cost “£2,400 - how times have changed!) so that it would always provide her with an 

income as a holiday let investment. But secondly to give me a little extra working capital 

(£1,600) to add to my savings so I could realize the dream I’d first had in 1971 to buy 

property for investment. With the lowest price in High Wycombe then £7,995, 

Buckinghamshire was out of the question - but Cornwall wasn’t! So I headed down to 

Cornwall and bought my first investment property - a one bedroom terraced cottage in 

Albert Street, Camborne for £1,200! By chance the market in Cornwall was rising and I sold 

it a few months later for £1,900 which resulted in me buying two more - one at £950 in 

Redruth and the other in Bartles Row, Tuckingmill for £1,200. I then sold the Redruth one 

for £1,650 and bought another in Bartles Row for £1,800. The neighbours there wanted to 

rename it “Mackenzie Row” as I now owned half the street - it only had 4 properties! 

I bought and sold several more including one in a village called Skinners Bottom and, 

although I’d never want to live anywhere with a name like that, someone did as I sold it 

soon afterwards for twice what I’d paid for it! 

I travelled the length and breadth of England with my job and always looked round estate 

agents wherever I happened to be. Although my focus was in Cornwall, I ended up buying a 

property in Northants and also a small dilapidated cottage in Factory Row, Harlesden, 

A favourite 1990s picture of 
Amanda 
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Norfolk, for just £1,500 and, having repaired the roof, sold it for £5,000. In 1978 I bought the 

cottages at Town Place, Treskillard (for just £750) which I still own and form part of the 

property portfolio which Sally and I own today! But I’ll include the full story later in my 

“Memories” as getting round planning consent took several years but fortunately Karma 

stepped in just when I thought all was lost! 

In December 1977 my darling youngest daughter, Iona, was born and I can really say, yes, I 

was there! And as some people reading this already know, she is now well on her way to 

becoming a top Executive in the world of TV with executive producing credits to her name 

of shows such as “I’m a Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here” and “Love Island”! But that story and 

more will come later…  
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Chapter Twelve: Stateside Calling, 1979-1981 
 

For several years, my marriage to Paulene had been “on the rocks” and as this is now in the 

past and she has been happily with Mike for 40 years, I’ll merely say that we were quite 

simply on different trajectories. I loved my daughter, Amanda, very much and still do (!) and 

despite the unexpected arrival of my dear Iona in 1977, a trip to the New York Hairdressing 

Show in March 1979 helped convince me that my future lay in a separation from Paulene. 

Although and as my divorce papers will show, I would have happily taken full responsibility 

for Amanda and Iona, this simply wasn’t an option that would have had legal backing back 

then. 

For many years I’d harboured a desire to live in the States as this seemed the land of 

opportunity far away from the political crises that had dogged the UK since the early 70s. So 

in September, and having said goodbye to the European company I’d worked for since 1977 

and armed with letters of introduction to 2 different American Companies, I left the UK - but 

desperately sad to be so far away from my girls. 

Long story short, I appeared to be the person which the Company in California (the other 

was in Florida) was looking for, someone to start up a new division of their company 

(marketing ready-made hair replacements, associated products and a magic lotion which 

supposedly regrew hair!) throughout the whole USA by establishing dealers in each state. 

They took me on, and I was immediately made Vice President (although I preferred to be 

known as “International Sales Manager” - well, the Company was called Crown Royale 

International!) at the (even then) not very generous salary of $600 per month + 10% 

commission on sales, but with a car supplied and air fares reimbursed. So, having put 

together a marketing package and following the Company launch to invited guests, I 

collected my car and set off on the journey back to Connecticut, where I was then living 

some 3,000 miles away, with the aim of establishing dealers “en route”. 

All went well, and in the main, the dealers were, with a couple of exceptions, a pleasant, 

receptive but bland bunch (apart from one in Kansas, Missouri who I’ll refer to as George 

because I can’t recall his name) although some were understandably, more worried about 

their (very high) profit margins than the product itself or for that matter, what it looked like! 

Quite honestly the custom-made hair replacement products which many currently sold, not 

only looked like builders’ hard hats with hair stuck on top but, actually successfully served 

that purpose when one got attacked with a crowbar a few years previously! And this was 

unofficially a part of the Company’s sales pitch! 

But George was a real character and my first sightings of him were in a series of huge 

posters all along the freeway into the city. I met him and his delightful wife and we had 

dinner together to discuss business - following which he invited me to come with him to his 

favourite gay sauna (as his poor wife looked pleadingly at me, hoping I could talk him out of 

this excursion - but no!). I, of course refused his offer, it simply wasn’t for me, but I couldn’t 

stop him going! He was very obviously disappointed, but we still remained friends although 

very little business was concluded. And what business was done wasn’t paid for as was the 
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case, as I learned later, of the posters on the freeway, his bodyguard (with loaded handgun), 

or the stretch limo he used! How did he manage it, I wonder?? Luckily we were down only a 

few hundred $$! Some must have been owed a lot more… 

That first road trip was simply amazing and one which I’ll never forget. Initially driving on 

the old Route 66 replacement, I really did visit San Bernadino, Barstow, Kingman, Flagstaff, 

New Mexico, Amarillo and Oklahoma City as per the Route 66 song but backwards! (On 

YouTube is the last recording of Route 66 by the Guy Mackenzie Trio in 2016 which 

mentions all these places!). 

The whole trip took nearly a month and I drove almost 6,500 miles in my “compact” 6 

cylinder Chevrolet Citation not daring to exceed the blanket 55mph speed limit - after all 

there were State Police on the ground as well as “bears in the air” (police in helicopters)! 

Some experiences I especially remember were: 

• Driving through the eastern desert of S. California, I recall seeing a naked man 

running parallel to the road, but some distance away, with no evidence of any 

habitation, or vehicle anywhere near! Not even a road junction! Very odd! 

• I especially also remember the helpful and friendly truckers who, seeing a little car 

which looked a bit lost (well trying to use a map in a new country while driving is not 

easy - even at 55mph!) would call me up on their CB radios (I had one too) … 

“breaker, breaker 19 the little Chevvy with the California plates, are you lost good 

buddy?”. Then, after helping me on my way, would give a few friendly toots on their 

air horns as they thundered past me, their 16 wheels higher than the roof of my car! 

• Of course I had to detour to Las Vegas. Even then, when one could drive through the 

whole strip in a matter of minutes, I simply hated it. It seemed to me to just be 

gambling, prostitution and some overpriced & flashy venues with expensive 

entertainment. Each to his (or her) own I suppose! And now it’s a hundred times 

more so… get me out of there! 

• I also made a detour to the Grand Canyon arriving very late and in the dark. I 

couldn’t immediately find a motel so I bedded down in a lay-by as near as I could to 

where I thought I’d see it. When I woke up, I simply couldn’t believe my eyes! I was 

right on the edge and the sun was rising over this 1 mile deep chasm. The colours 

were staggering! What an amazing sight and one I’ll never forget!  

• One later sales trip saw me in Omaha, Nebraska with the temperature 20 below F! 

My motel room had ice creeping round the door frame and the temperature inside 

just reaching 60F… and I had a plane to catch which had been delayed due to snow 

and ice! I couldn’t help remembering Buddy Holly leaving Des Moines, Nebraska 

some years previously in similar conditions, never to return alive… 

Life on the road… 

Can be quite lonely and not ideal for a personal relationship especially in such a huge and 

diverse country as the USA. So once one has concluded the business meeting, books into a 

motel and has eaten “surf n turf” or some such delicacy, what to do? Watch boring TV 

(unless the ShanNaNa show was on which I loved and still watch on YouTube) next best 

https://youtu.be/h2L0lrOyE5E
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thing is to find a bar and if that bar happened to be a “singles bar” so much the better! Just 

a few memories from those days and if you are of a delicate disposition, miss the rest of this 

paragraph! Maybe these sort of experiences are commonplace today but they certainly 

weren’t 40 years ago! 

• Fresno, Ca. went into the nearest bar and walked up to order a drink. There was a 

group of about 5 girls obviously on a night out, and one said to me something like 

“I’ve been waiting for you all evening to take me home”. So, playing along with this, 

my reply was in the similar vein “really sorry I’m late, are you ready to go now?” To 

which she replied “yes, let’s go” adding “are you for real?” To which I replied “Yes, 

for sure but I just have to pay for my drink” Which I did but, I didn’t have time to 

drink it! As we walked out to her nearby apartment, I could see her friends looking 

on in stunned amazement at their friend’s “technique”… Needless to say, a night of 

passion ensued which left me somewhat jaded for my business meeting the next 

day… 

• The bar I went into in Amarillo had an attractive female manager who said to me as I 

walked in “voulez vous coucher avec moi ce soir” (if you don’t speak French, you’ll 

have to look this one up but it was part of a famous song at that time!) My reply was 

“oui merci”. So I chatted to her for the remainder of the evening until closing time 

and then we went back to her apartment which adjoined the bar. After a rather 

“exhausting” hour or so, I reached out to the table beside the bed for the glass of 

water that was left there but, in my semi-conscious state, only got hold of something 

cold with what felt like a handle at the end! It was a loaded handgun! I said why do 

you keep this beside your bed? Her cool reply was… “well it’s there in case someone 

breaks in and I always shoot first”! I spent a few nervous hours until I left as soon as I 

could… 

• This time, I recall the bar was in somewhere like Boston and it was dead! So I asked 

one of the male drinkers where the nearest good singles bar was. He said you’re in 

luck, there is a bar which has a ladies’ night tonight with male strippers (very unusual 

at that time) and when they leave and men are allowed in, they’ll be fighting over 

you! So I joined a small throng of men waiting to be allowed in when the initial 

entertainment had finished. As I walked in and looked round, a sea of faces looked in 

our direction but one blonde attractive woman on the other side of the room 

seemed to be signalling to me more than any other. Of course I wasn’t certain if it 

was to me or not. But a few moments later she came over and said didn’t you see 

me waving at you? I said I did but wasn’t sure it was me, but she replied of course it 

was you. We left soon after but she was reluctant to come to my motel room as, I 

might be murderer - despite my “English accent!” And as she was married, our initial 

venue that night was my car! So after some driving around, we managed to find a 

relatively quiet side street and parked up. Well, things were getting very “steamy” 

when a car drew up behind us with blue lights flashing and within moments there 

was a banging on our car windows and powerful torches were shining in our faces or, 

more likely, the body parts on display! Of course it was the police and they wanted 
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to know why we weren’t in a motel room. In my best English Public School accent I 

said, (as my companion was in a panic in case her husband found out), “I’m awfully 

sorry officer, things just got out of hand (and things had!!)” His reply was, where are 

you from, so I said “England” (easier than explaining Scotland!) “Do you do this in 

your country?” Of course I was full of apologies and said “No”. He then said “I could 

have booked you, but I won’t just don’t let me catch you again”. With his “have a 

good day” wishes ringing in our ears, we breathed a sigh of relief and after some 

discussion continued in my motel room - from where, a couple of hours or so later, 

she returned to hubby for, no doubt, a repeat performance! 

• My final story doesn’t involve a bar at all but recalls the couple of days I found myself 

stuck in dreary downtown Louisville. Having got bored of the endless country music 

on the radio and TV channels full of preachers threatening fire and brimstone on the 

ungodly, I wandered into town and finding a rundown cinema showing XXX rated 

films, I paid my entrance fee and went in. The films were as rundown as the cinema, 

which was almost empty. So I sat down in a quiet spot somewhere in the middle of 

the auditorium. Quite soon I became aware that a huge woman of Amazonian 

stature had come to sit beside me! I turned to look at her and was startled to see, in 

the gloom, that she had pulled up her skirt & was massaging what looked like her 

personal rain forest which had been underneath! Her chat up line was “Have you 

c**e?” I can’t remember my reply but very soon I found out that she wasn’t a 

“working girl” (who I could have got rid of with something like… “sorry I’ve got no 

money darling”) but an agency nurse who’d just come off her shift! So I made my 

excuses and left but, when I looked back, she looked well on her way to achieving 

with someone else what she hadn’t managed with me! The doorman raised his eyes 

to me as I left but didn’t offer me a refund! 

Meanwhile, having set up a network of dealers for 

Crown Royale International throughout the USA and 

buoyed by this success, I decided to raise the matter 

of my meagre salary with my boss. He, obviously in a 

blind panic, immediately offered to double my salary 

to $1,200 per month and double my commission to 

20% of all company sales! Obviously, and even to me, 

this was a ridiculously high offer but, nevertheless, I 

accepted! However some 8 months later he phoned 

me to say that I was making more than he or the 

Company was and also that I was moving the 

Company forward faster than they could cope with so 

would I take a reduction. My answer was an emphatic 

“No” and so buoyed with a “pay-off” I happily agreed 

to move on. Frankly I’d had enough of the States, I’d 

been everywhere I’d wanted to go, seen everywhere 

I’d wanted to see (including the top of the “Twin Towers”, the Empire State Building and 
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been up the Statue of Liberty), and I missed the way of life back in the UK but, most of all, I 

missed my daughters - who I loved very much. 

 

Of course, what my boss didn’t know, 

was that my friend and past business 

associate, Keith Forshaw who owned the 

Trend Group of Companies in Brighton, 

had already approached me to go into 

business with him marketing a range of 

small security products to the retail 

trade to help combat the crime wave 

that was fast becoming a major problem 

in the UK. The timing was just right and I 

accepted his offer and couldn’t wait to 

return to the UK. 

Of course my story of the next few years 

will follow but, with the (financial) war 

chest bolstered by several property 

deals (including 3 building plots I bought 

in Florida on a bankrupt development 

site for just $2,850 & selling each for a 

profit, plus an “option” I’d bought a 

piece of land, subsequently persuaded 

the local planning committee to grant planning permission on, sold later for substantial 

profit!) I had built up Stateside, and between 1981-86 moving into 3 properties in the UK 

requiring renovation & upgrading each of them (working in the evenings and weekends) - 

then selling them for a profit, I was back “on my feet again” after losing virtually everything 

(ending up with assets of £3,000 and debts of £7,000 in 1980!) following my “full and final 

divorce” from Paulene in 1980. 
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Chapter Thirteen: Back in the UK – Starting Over! 1981-1986 
 

I returned to the UK in the summer of 1981 and having accepted Keith Forshaw’s offer to 

join him in his new security business, Trends Security Alarms Ltd (TSAS), based in Brighton 

(& with the option of a partnership), I decided to take a 2 month holiday. This would give me 

the opportunity to sort things out in England but, most important of all, spend time with my 

daughters, Amanda & Iona before I started work in September. 

Of course I needed somewhere to live and having 

bought a 2 bedroom detached cottage in 

Syresham, Northants, in early 1979, for £10,500 on 

a 100% bank loan which I’d been unable to sell 

since, this was my obvious destination. Of course, 

the house was only part modernized (a glimpse of 

things to come!) but it did have all the basic 

facilities. So all I needed was a cooker, fridge, bed, 

chair, heater and TV then I could move in! 

And, not only with a new career about to start and 

a house to modernize, I joined a band - Equal 

Status. Why the name, well they had 2 female lead 

vocalists! Were we equal? Well, not really, as one 

of them didn’t even own a microphone but 

borrowed mine when there wasn’t another available! However following a gig in Southend, 

some 2 hours away, for which we were paid in total £60 (£10 each!) I finally decided to hang 

up my drum sticks as,  and especially with the advent of Disco music, it had finally become 

clear to me that I’d never make a living as a working musician so, from now on, decided to 

put my spare energies into property. 

I also needed a car and, by chance, a 10-

year-old 2.8 manual Jaguar XJ6 in black 

with gold bumpers (it hid the rusty 

chrome!) caught my eye and I snapped it 

up! So now I had a Cadillac in the States 

(which in due course I had shipped back) 

and a Jaguar in the UK! Fur coat, no 

knickers, I hear you say - well maybe, but 

not unknown for a Mackenzie, even 

today! 

Then it was down to Cornwall and, with 

my girls I visited every holiday destination possible including Flambards at Helston and 

Paradise Park at Hayle. It was one of the happiest times of my life! Paulene, with the money 

from our divorce, had bought a modern detached bungalow with all the latest “mod cons” 

Amanda and Iona at Paradise Park, 
Hayle 

Amanda, Iona and Guy with the black Jaguar 
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situated in a small peaceful estate near St Day, near Redruth plus she had a holiday cottage 

in St Just which would help her income wise also a smart black Renault Fuego sporty type 

car and a new man in her life, Mike, who she is still with now over 40 years later! So I had a 

lot of financial catching up to do! 

In Cornwall I also found inexpensive and breakfast accommodation in a modernized and 

very comfortable cottage nearby which was owned by a friendly young couple which served 

me very well in the early days whenever I visited. However, some months later, and after 

her husband had gone to work, I walked out of my room and almost into my landlady who 

was standing outside my door with a welcoming smile on her face but completely naked! 

Tempted, yes, but the last thing I needed was an irate husband or to be involved in another 

divorce so, giving her an equally friendly smile, I politely declined what was on offer, paid 

my bill but never went back! 

For the next few years, until I moved to Cornwall to set up my own business in 1986, I found 

very comfortable B & B accommodation at a large house in Clinton Road, Redruth owned by 

a delightful retired couple. They often spoke about the house next door, 1 Clinton Road, 

which was even larger and had been built for a sea captain but was now owned by a major 

local landlord, a Mr. Roberts, and rented off as 15 bedsits! (Years later when I was an 

elected Councillor on Kerrier District Council, I got to know Glyn Roberts, who represented 

Portreath, and we became good friends. He and l, then as Chairman, served on the Board of 

Kerrier Direct Services which became the first in-house CCT contractor in the Country to 

make enough profit to be able to hand back some of its surplus to its Client, in this case, 

Kerrier District Council! But the full story of that time will come later!) 

But, once again, I digress and so back to Keith and TSAS. Keith had originally been involved 

in ladies hairdressing but, in his early 20s had cleverly forseen the 60s boom in ladies wigs 

and, as a consequence, had become a major player in the UK market netting himself a 

fortune! However, that was far behind him and although he was a major supplier of men’s 

hair replacements (resulting in me first meeting him in the 70s), had been looking for a main 

market opportunity ever since. He’d now sourced an impressive range of inexpensive 

security products including, door alarms, window alarms, personal alarms plus the 

remarkable Repulse spray - which was a small aerosol which, when used in self-defence, 

emitted a disgusting smell as well as covering the assailant with a red dye! Of course he was 

in charge of marketing and finance but I was responsible for sales. However the partnership 

which Keith had offered me, after about a year’s consideration, I passed on and put what 

money I had into property. 

We launched TSAS at a trade show, gained a lot of interest, and I set about making 

appointments throughout the UK to turn that interest into Sales. Interestingly, nearly every 

business I saw, whether they were small hardware shops or multi nationals, all bought a 

range of the products because, quite simply, we were in the fore front of a fast-expanding 

market. However due to the lack of national advertising (which we had no budget for) and 

lack of point-of-sale displays meant that many outlets simply didn’t reorder. 

But our biggest customer was Argos and their initial order was for £15,000 and, as part of 
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my income came from commission, this netted me £1,500. Another substantial customer 

turned out to be Harrods of Knightsbridge and I always enjoyed seeing their friendly buyer 

in his minute office (a cupboard) behind his sales counter! But parking was a nightmare, 

even in those days, and I always ended up parking on a yellow line having left a suitable 

note which usually started “dear traffic warden...”. Amazingly I never got a parking ticket! 

One other customer who sticks in my mind was the large hardware shop I visited in 

Liverpool. I carefully parked in a side street, not on yellow lines this time (!), and went into 

the shop asking for the owner. When he saw me, he immediately said, where have you 

parked? I told him and he told me to park in front of the shop, to which I replied there are 

double yellow lines there! His response was that it’s better to park there and risk a parking 

ticket rather than getting back to your car and finding the wheels gone or, more likely, the 

car! I did as he suggested and, unsurprisingly, in that part of the ‘Pool a substantial sale was 

achieved! Of course, every retailer who contacted us (especially in Liverpool) wanted the 

Repulse spray. However quite soon it was pointed out to us that it contravened the Firearms 

Act so, sadly, it had to be withdrawn! So, if there 

are any about now, who knows, they may just be 

collectable! 

Of course, at every opportunity I got down to 

Cornwall to spend time with Amanda and Iona. 

In due course, a girlfriend I had for a short while, 

introduced Amanda to horses and it was love at 

first sight! Consequently, every day after school 

and every weekend Amanda was at her local 

riding stables helping out, taking rides out and 

occasionally riding too which resulted in her 

becoming an excellent and extremely hard-

working horse woman. Occasionally she even got 

paid! £1!! 

By 1982, I’d found a buyer for Syresham (I 

made all of £500, but I had lived free!) and 

bought 99 Manor road, Brackley, a terraced 

1 up/1 down cottage for £11,250. It had a 

welcoming atmosphere and I think of this 

cottage now as not only my first home back 

in the UK but also the start of the property 

business which I now own, with my wife 

Sally. Of course it was unmodernised when I 

bought it so, once again, I lived in the 

bedroom and used the downstairs just for 

cooking! However I managed to get a local 

authority grant to pay for much of the 
99 Manor Road 

 

Amanda and Iona with their rosettes 
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modernization and I did the painting and “finishing off” in the evenings and at weekends. 

Now all I needed was an accountant to help sort my depleted & confused finances. The 

Estate Agents, who sold me 99 Manor Road, recommended me to a young accountant, 

David Upstone. David remained my accountant until his retirement in 2018 and “en route” 

extricated me from a couple of potential financial disasters during that time too! Since then 

Anita Brook, who bought over his practice, ably assisted by Anne Joslyn, have proved 

themselves every bit as good as David and a pleasure to deal with too! 

Back in Cornwall, I’d managed to get the planning permission altered to allow the 

construction of two properties on the building plot which I’d be able to hang onto following 

my “Full & Final” divorce settlement and valued then at £2,000 - which was a bonus. But I 

was starting to despair of gaining planning consent, after three failed applications and an 

appeal dismissed, on my derelict properties at Town Place, Treskillard (which were valued at 

just £1,000 in my divorce). Then, out of the blue, the agents who had acted on my appeal 

told me of a letter and telephone call they’d received, from a Mr. Bill Shenton who was 

highly respected locally but had chosen the life of a “tramp” apparently after his wife had 

left him! He asked for £10 for his advice as to how I could get round the planning consent 

issue for Treskillard! I still have his beautifully written letter. Basically his advice, when I met 

him, was just move into the property, do it up as you go and ignore the Planning 

Department! I then discussed his suggestions with my architect. 

 

This was, in effect, what we did and got another local authority grant in the process! The 

result was that, just one year later, I had my first tenant! And, long story short, soon ended 

up with another property there which I also rented out! Every year these two properties 

gross more income than their total cost and I still own them today. How did Bill Shenton 

know about me and why did he decide to try and help me? I’ll never know, but I have always 

considered it Karma... 

Eventually I sold No.99 in 1984 for £19,000 and bought Treen Cottages at Gurnards Head, 

Zennor, for just £20,000 (with a mortgage of £18,000) - a terrace of 5 cottages, 

unmodernised of course! But I’d now decided that, sooner or later, I was going to make my 

home in Cornwall which was a County that I loved (since my first visits in the 1970s) and I’d 

be nearer to my daughters too. However, just before I committed myself to the purchase, 

Town Place, Treskillard before… 

 

… and after 
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Elwyn Thomas of the selling agents, Lodge & Thomas, very honourably rang me and warned 

me that there would be a real issue with the farmer who owned the farm behind as he was 

claiming a right of way through the access to the property - for his cows! Not only that, but 

he hoped that by frightening off any prospective purchasers, he would be able to buy for his 

top offer of £2,000! Of course, I told him that I was up for the challenge but little did I 

imagine then the bitter dispute which was to come - which ended up in Court in 1987 but, 

thankfully, with the Judge’s decision in my favour! And remarkably, not long afterwards, we 

all ended up friends - not close, perhaps, but on good terms anyway - as we still are, are 

although the farmer has long since passed away! And the best house in that terrace is still 

part of my property portfolio and the current tenants have now clocked up 30 years there! 

In late 1984 Keith rang to tell me that he’d agreed to sell TSAS to Polycell and asked if I’d be 

prepared to be part of the package to help them launch this completely new (to them) 

range of products. I was entirely happy to go along with this as, in any case, I hoped to make 

my life with my own property business in Cornwall in the near future and the offer they 

made me included an almost overgenerous expenses package! Polycell were a strange 

bunch with a top-heavy Sales Management team, having just made a number of salespeople 

redundant but, at the same time, increasing the sales targets of the remainder! Also some 

of the Sales team who were in my grade, were suspicious of me not only because I was an 

incomer but also the Company Car which came with me was a Ford Sierra GL automatic 

whereas my grade in Polycell only merited a vehicle with a manual gearbox and an L 

designation! But it didn’t matter to me as I only saw this as a temporary position as, apart 

from anything else, I’m not a big company person. However I did have a day or two at the 

races with them and a stay in the Gleneagles hotel! 

Meanwhile, having sold 99 Manor Road and with one cottage at Treen still having minor 

works to make it habitable for me, I needed somewhere to live. So I contacted Martin 

Kennedy-Bell who’d just come through a divorce but had managed to hold onto his huge 

detached house in Chiswick, London which he still owns! He immediately agreed to rent me 

a room and I had 15 enjoyable months there! And because Martin seemed to be involved 

with every “singles” organization in London, thanks mainly to his hobby of driving coaches (I 

still don’t get it either!) he knew all the best venues for a couple of single men of uncertain 

age! Our favourite was the aptly named (for us anyway!) Winning Post Hotel near 

Twickenham! One girl who I met there was a slim, vivacious blonde who only drew breath 

from talking to smoke a seemingly endless supply of cigarettes! But she was lovely and 

having ended up in her bed and following, for me, a relaxing romantic encounter with her, 

despite the cigarettes and chatter, realized that she hadn’t experienced the same 

satisfaction as me! But, after a short time and she had obviously worked out that I was 

unable to do for her what she’d done for me, she said, do you mind if I do this... “This” 

happened to be the biggest pile of Men’s magazines I’d ever seen (making me look a 

beginner), hidden under her bed! I said that’s fine with me (being as broad minded as 

anyone at that time) assuming that the pictures of the ladies were in this case, the 

attraction for this lady! But not so, every magazine seemed to be “dogeared” or folded on 

pages with writing so it was the X-rated stories which floated this particular boat - not, in 
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fact, the ladies displaying all! So and without going into unnecessary detail, I’ll just say that, 

after an interlude with her reading material and me as a spectator, this lady was purring 

peacefully beside me but, thankfully, the smoking and talking had ended - for a while 

anyway! 

However all good things do come to an end and with Polycell offering me the hoped for 

redundancy package, which I immediately accepted, and having thanked Martin for his 

hospitality, I set off for my new life as a residential landlord and property developer in 

Cornwall on 2nd February 1986. My new home being, once again, a partly modernized one 

up/one down cottage at the far end of Treen Cottages (which I named Treen End Cottage) 

but I had just about enough money, including more grants, to renovate all the cottages, 

prior to renting the other four out. 

So this chapter of my life finished, as it had begun, with me living in a semi-modernized 

cottage accompanied by my cooker, fridge, bed, chair, heater, and TV as my constant 

companions! 

 

  

Treen Cottages, when I moved 
in, in 1986! 
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Chapter Fourteen: War in the West (Cornwall, That Is!), 1986-
1987 
 

The track off the St. lves to St. Just road, led past the Gurnards Head Hotel to the coast. On 

the left-hand side just before my properties, Treen Cottages, was Treen Farm owned by 

Farmer T. and on the right-hand side and almost opposite my properties was also Treen 

Farm but, this one was owned by Farmer B. The land on the left-hand side was owned by 

Farmer T. and the land on the right-hand side was owned by Farmer B. Their milking 

parlours were almost opposite each other and on opposite sides of the track. However, the 

only way that Farmer T. could get his cows into his milking parlour without driving them 

past his front door was via my land which also provided the only access to my properties! 

Both farmers were of similar age and had owned their farms for a similar time but each vied 

to be top dog! Farmer T. had 3 sons of similar ages to Farmer B.’s 3 daughters. Seemingly 

every day when milking time arrived, both sets of cows would be brought in at about the 

same time and, the herds would get muddled up and this was always followed by shouting 

and swearing and this had been a way of life for as long as anyone could remember! 

 

 

 

 

 

Farmer B. was a lovely man but he did have a quick temper, evidenced by the battle scars 

his tractor displayed from the days when it wouldn’t start, but I always got on well with him 

and also with his delightful wife who was more “Hampstead” (her family came from that 

area of London) than Gurnards Head. But his opening gambit to me was, what are you going 

to do with these properties? I replied that I was going to renovate them and rent them out 

as permanent homes. His reply was and I remember it well “who the hell do you think is 

Farmer T.’s indomitable troops! 

Farmer T.’s troops on the march 
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going to want to rent a property down here”! I could see his point as this area was then far 

removed from the gentrified location it is now! 

But this was “Indian Country” for sure! I especially realized this when Farmer T.’s opening 

gambit to me was “you don’t own nothing down here, I own all this land” - pointing to the 

access to my properties which he was driving his cows through as he spoke! I politely 

pointed out that I’d bought the land with the properties whereupon he said and I also 

remember this well, “I’m going to drive you back to where you came” and also “You’re a 

foreigner”! I replied that maybe I was but my architect wasn’t as he came from Penzance! 

To which he replied “he’s a foreigner too”! 

Gradually I got to know the few others who lived nearby and I became aware that Farmer T. 

really was a “village Hampden… the little tyrant of his fields…” as he’d managed to stop one 

of the houses further down the track getting mains electricity and, the one at the end, 

having mains electricity and telephone - by the sheer of his personality! So I started to 

realize that I hadn’t just moved west but rather that I’d moved to the “wild west” which it 

really was then! And later on I discovered that Farmer T. had laid a drainage pipe to drain 

the effluent from his milking parlour, through my land & under the track which, almost 

unbelievably, discharged outside Farmer B.’s back door! Amazingly the pipe had been in situ 

for several years and, although a lot of swearing and shouting occurred, nothing had been 

done about it. 

Despite all this, I remained positive and felt sure than one way or another, I’d somehow win 

through. Consequently, I started work on the 3rd and 4th cottages as the first two were 

basically habitable, despite having to wade ankle deep though cow slurry! I did have some 

building contacts in Penzance and ended up with an occasional (subject to any of them not 

being called away by their main employer - the job centre!) team of semi-skilled, slightly 

skilled and entirely unskilled labour - well they were cheap, £15 a day was top whack! But 

the plumbing and electrics were in fact undertaken by tradespeople who worked for cash, of 

course! As did my excellent plasterer who, on £20 a day, had to be paid daily as he always 

had an evening appointment with his favourite pub! They were, in the main, a cheerful 

bunch who made light of the daily visits of the cows and kept telling me I’d win through in 

the end! 

We even had a couple of costly (for me!) nights 

out in Penzance when my musical friend, Tony 

Price came to stay for a week each year with his 

wife and he and I, once again as “Tony & Guy”, 

did a couple of gigs locally and everyone working 

for me was invited! 

But my own role, apart from chief bottle washer 

(that’s a joke, by the way!), was foreman, and 

building supplies gopher! For those I had to 

travel to the far side of Penzance to the then 

biggest supplier, UBM Pratts! And yes, they were aptly named as not only were they hugely 

Tony and Guy playing live in 1987 
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overstaffed then but whenever I turned up they all seemed to be either just off for, or on, a 

morning crib break, a lunch break or afternoon tea time! Was it my imagination or did the 

yard staff really enjoy watching my frustration as they swilled down yet another cup of tea, 

chattering to each other as they did so? But I still wonder what happened to them all when 

the Company went out of business a few years later… 

Later on, and while in the midst of my legal battle with Farmer T., (which I’ll describe next) 

and with my car’s roof rack overloaded with plasterboard sheets, I stopped suddenly at a 

pedestrian crossing in Penzance, whereupon all the sheets shot off into the road – luckily no 

one was harmed! As I was trying to put them back, who should stop and help, none other 

than Farmer T.’s solicitor who just happened to be walking past! Would that have 

happenned in London? I don’t think so! 

However as the properties began to take shape and the option of renting them became 

nearer, there had to a showdown with Farmer T. So as a starting point I offered him a deal, 

let’s split the land behind so you have an access for your cows and I have an access for my 

houses and, as sweetener, I said I’d pay him £2,000 compensation. This actually seemed to 

make him more angry and he then threatened to knock my houses down with his “tractor”. 

This actually was an old JCB and, at that time, he was one of the few farmers in Cornwall 

who owned one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Farmer. T clearing the hard-core I’d blocked 
the access with. 

The slurry left in the access. 

 

Farmer T. blocks my access with his 
tractor and muck spreader! 
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Consequently I had no option but to take him on and, consequently, got in touch with a 

young solicitor (YS) in Penzance who advised me to block the access track! I therefore 

ordered 20 tons of hardcore which was then dumped on my land blocking the route to his 

milking parlour. When the cows tried to get though as they usually did, they couldn’t and 

that was when all hell broke loose! Farmer T. drove onto my land with his “tractor” and 

started to clear the way for his troops in the front line (his cows!) to reach their home for 

the night, ably abetted by his 3 sons, while a few spectators stood by and watched the fun! 

Fun, it wasn’t for me anyway and I called the police who at least ensured that I survived to 

tell this tale! Long story short, the following week my YS applied for a temporary injunction 

to stop Farmer T. trespassing on my land which was duly granted! But all depended on the 

full hearing which was to come in due course… 

When the case eventually came to Court in 1987, I’d already promised Farmer B. that if I 

won, I’d get the drain removed. Strangely enough it was all quite amicable as Farmer T. 

backed down prior to the hearing and, in due course, I had the offending drain removed as 

promised! That night we celebrated and I still regret not buying a second bottle of whisky as 

the only bottle was quickly demolished by Farmer B. 

From then on, life at Gurnards Head would never be the same again and, in a short space of 

time, electricity and telephone were connected to the 2 properties which had waited so 

long for them! 

Strangely, almost from that moment on, 

Farmer T.’s sons became quite friendly 

with me and they never bore me a grudge 

merely saying “fathers a hard man”! I even 

visited a couple of local nightclubs with 

one! Today if I visit Gurnards Head and I 

see any of them, I either get a friendly toot 

from a tractor or hear a voice behind me 

saying “all right Guy boy”! But, just as 

oddly, Farmer B.’s daughters never really took to me! Was it because of my “open door 

policy” for female visitors which didn’t include any of them? But for the record I’d just say 

that I was always very much aware of their father’s short temper and his poor battered 

tractor… 

By now, although I’d enjoyed most of my time at Gurnards Head and, having sold the first 

two cottages (which covered all my costs including the mortgage), it was time to move on 

and, looking through the local paper, I saw the property I still own and live in now – a 

smallholding with several acres of land and with far reaching sea views. I looked at it on the 

day it was advertised and without being able to even get inside, knowing it was only served 

by a cold tap plus a “bucket and chuck it” outside, I agreed to purchase it. I moved in in 1989 

and it has been my home ever since although, in case you are wondering, those “facilities” 

have now been completely updated! 

 

Treen Cottages completed 
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Chapter Fifteen: Just for the Record… Herland Farm Barns, 
Godolphin, 1988 
 

1988 dawned with me living in Treen Cottage, the last of the properties I’d renovated at 

Treen and, as a bonus, this one was habitable and complete! So now, with time on my 

hands, I looked out for another development opportunity and the best I could find was a 

beautifully constructed range of stone barns at Herland Farm, Godolphin. The barns may 

have been right but the price wasn’t at £90,000 and with planning consent for only 3 

dwellings and workshops. Without any expectation of having my offer accepted, I tabled 

£60,000. Evidently the vendor was keen to sell and having agreed to include an adjoining 

field in the deal, we settled on a price of £62,500! 

It now occurred to me the best way forward was in partnership with a builder and, following 

the excellent work Paulene’s partner Mike (Bingo) and his dynamic workmate, Derek, had 

undertaken completing the major part of Treen Cottage including reworking the engineers 

drawings so the cross beams upstairs didn’t mean ducking every time one walked in that 

part of the Cottage, I decided to offer them the opportunity to join me. Unfortunately, as 

things worked out, by now Mike had fallen out with Derek so it was him or nothing and, as a 

result, I chose him as partner and site foreman but, just in case, I remained in overall 

control. 

Initially building works went well and the economy seemed with us too - due to a sudden 

rise in property prices. We’d estimated that each barn would cost in the region of £20,000 

to convert, not including bank interest on a 100% loan, and Barn No.1 had a sales estimate 

of £65,000 in April 1988! No fortune even then, but a profit nevertheless! 

However, within a short timescale, the resale estimate was in the region of £85,000 so 

things were looking even better than anticipated! 

But clouds were on the horizon as, a 

couple of months into the job, Bingo had 

arrived on site with a skinny young lad in 

tow saying this is “mah boy” (MB) who 

wants a job. Under the circumstances, I 

agreed, but at the Gurnards Head rate for 

“not very skilled/totally unskilled” labour 

of £2/hr. From day one, he was at odds 

with the other workforce (who objected 

to his “know all” attitude, as I did) and 

they kept telling me tales about him, 

which I ignored, until it transpired that 

he’d slated the entire single story roof to 

Barn No.1 extension with natural slates 

laid on batten but with just one nail at the top of the slate (rather than two about a third of 

Barn no 1 and the single storey extension 
which was slated and then had to be stripped 
and reslated! 
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the way down). Quite honestly it looked good until one realized that a sudden wind could 

completely strip the roof! But I hadn’t noticed it (Bingo was foreman!) till it was pointed out 

to me! This really was a major issue as the roof would now have to be stripped and reslated 

correctly resulting in a huge extra and unnecessary cost! 

As soon as this was pointed out to me, even though Bingo was AWL (absent with leave, if 

you wondered!) on one of his many (some unnecessary, as he wouldn’t make materials lists 

and kept arriving back on site having forgotten something!) trips to the builders merchants, 

I immediately sacked MB (after he’d told me he slated the roof with one nail because it was 

quicker!). I then, symbolically, took his shovel off him (he was paid cash - so notice wasn’t an 

issue) as he appeared then to be digging up the foundations of the extension (no, I’d no idea 

why and he didn’t seem to know either!)! 

But, being only a young lad, his lip quivered and tears filled his eyes - so, feeling I’d been 

somewhat harsh, I said I’d discuss it with Bingo when he returned. Consequently, I agreed 

that MB could work out a couple or so weeks’ notice because, as Bingo unsurprisingly 

whined, “he’s got nothing else”. For the remainder of his time at Herland, I put MB on 

“needle gun” duties i.e. cleaning off exposed stonework... 

By now I realized that I could run the job better on my own especially as, apart from 

anything else, there was an unpleasant atmosphere on site. So I made Bingo an offer to buy 

him out which my YS (Young Solicitor) told me was far too generous, but I wanted him gone 

and anyway I knew that the offer was one that Bingo wouldn’t and couldn’t refuse! He 

didn’t refuse, signed the initial documentation immediately and drove off! (I wanted to say 

that he “took the money and ran” but that wasn’t, strictly speaking, correct!) Today on the 

very rare occasions I see Bingo, we talk vintage British motor cycles, but steer clear of 

building! 

Long story short, in November 1988, Barn No.1 was sold at the top of the market for a 

whopping (then) £112,500! My decision to extract Bingo, despite my YS’s misgivings, had 

proved correct. And, now over 30 years later, having sold another barn unconverted, also 

built & sold 6 starter homes on the field that came with the original purchase and still 

retaining a separate single storey barn originally designated a workshop (which I’ve 

converted to residential accommodation) & rented for exactly 30 years, I’ve been able to 

recently remind my YS (actually he’s quite old now!) that I did get it right at the time, after 

all! 
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Chapter Sixteen: The End of the Beginning, 1989 
 

Looking back, I really think of 1989 as the end of the beginning, as it was the year I met Sally 

who has been such an important part of my life ever since… 

Having sold Barn No. 1 at Herland Farm and made some money in the process too, I now 

had time to think about what to do with the remaining barns and, in the meantime 

complete some “finishing off” in my new home. For example, when I moved in and although 

modernized in a way I’d not experienced over the homes I’d had in the previous 8 years, the 

kitchen, for example, was just an old base unit and sink plus a piece of old worktop balanced 

between boxes and another base unit! And the outside had to become less of a builders’ 

yard and dumping ground. Fortunately, I had Malcolm helping me who was almost my first 

tenant at Treskillard, had been with me all through Treen and, for that matter, Herland as 

well. Malcolm sadly died a few years ago so now I feel that it’s safe to reveal he was on the 

dole, supported by housing benefit and so, in his/our situation, cash was king, even if it was 

only a small amount! 

I had also bought the field next to Treskillard and, for a time until the Council served an 

enforcement notice, had a couple of residential caravans sited there and rented out. As the 

main sewer and water ran through the field, this made the whole process very easy and 

inexpensive for the tenants as we never made the relevant authorities aware of these 

connections! 

However, in June, my life was about to change 

forever when I met Sally - a beautiful, tall, slim 

elegant blonde girl, 6 years younger than me who is 

also brave, determined and with an almost unrivalled 

work ethic. She was the one who wasn’t going to get 

away and so I immediately reversed my “open door 

policy” dating back to Gurnards Head and we’ve been 

together ever since and married for almost 25 years! 

Sally has been at my side ever since then, not least, 

when cleaning properties in the rental portfolio we 

subsequently built up together over the years (some 

were, to say the least, unhygienic!) so we always had 

a lightning quick turnaround and at minimal cost too! 

But I also must just record that when Sally moved in 

with me a few weeks after we met (and it wasn’t just 

her!), she came with her two Newfoundland show 

dogs, Rosie and Bunty (Sally has been successfully 

showing pugs for the last 10 years), her German shepherd cross, Wolfy (he did look like wolf 

to me!), Chloe, a Pekinese and two cats, Bella (a large black cat who liked to sit on my lap 

when I watched cricket on TV) and a dear little Devon Rex called Nancy who used to sit on 

Sally in 1989, off to the beach 
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my shoulder. Very sadly, before the year was out, Nancy had died after a brave battle with 

leukaemia. 

But for my birthday, Sally bought me a Rottweiler dog who I called Bruno. He had a 

wonderful temperament and everyone who visited our house had to be introduced to him 

as I was so proud of him. I loved taking him for walks, he was the most handsome and 

friendliest dog imaginable and I was heartbroken when he died barely 9 years later. 

Somehow the sun always seemed 

to shine in the summer of 1989 

and Sally and I visited nearly every 

beach in West Cornwall. And we 

also had some wonderful times 

with Amanda and Iona, including a 

memorable visit to Tintagel (which 

I’d never been to) and a couple of 

visits to the Chinese restaurant in 

Camborne which was then the 

height of local fine cuisine! But I 

also used to see my girls on my 

own, as I’d used to, before I met 

Sally. 

In early autumn, my sister Lucy invited us all to visit 

her in her home near Rome. Of course and having 

been used to doing everything as economically as 

possible, I booked the budget airline to beat all 

budget airlines. The flight over was nerve wracking in 

the extreme (I don’t like flying at the best of times!), 

not least for poor Iona but luckily she sat next to a 

priest who kept her, and us all, as calm as possible! 

In those far off days before Maastricht, we had to 

produce our passports at Rome airport. So on arrival, 

we queued up and waited patiently for our turn to go 

through the barrier for immigration. However, on the 

other side of the barrier, we suddenly noticed 

Georgiou (Lucy’s husband) waving at us, telling us not 

to wait and just to come through a side gate ignoring 

the customs officials (his company did supply the fuel 

for the airport!)! This is what we did, feeling like VIPs in the process! He then drove us back 

to their beautiful home on the outskirts of Rome. Not only was Georgiou a delightful, old 

fashioned gentleman and a perfect host throughout our stay, as was Lucy, but we’d also 

been bought gifts which were given to us on arrival. Mine was a beautiful leather briefcase 

of a quality I’d never even seen before, or for that matter, since (it had been several years 

since I’d visited Harrods and then not as a customer!)! 

Iona with Sally in 1989 

Amanda at Flambards, Helston 
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I do have to record however that Lucy had several cats, most of them she’d rescued, and 

Georgiou did mention to us once or twice, that he “lived in a zoo”! It wasn’t of course!! 

Over the week or so we were there, we visited several 

Roman remains and even went in the Catacombs, an 

extraordinary experience! Amanda and Iona also had 

the opportunity to ride some of the horses they owned 

and to get to know their daughter, Vittoria, who is now 

an internationally acclaimed event rider (but was only 

six then). Vittoria’s website is: 

www.vittoriapanizzon.com 

Georgiou also generously (and courageously!) let me 

take Amanda, Iona and Sally out on Rome’s notorious 

roads in his Bentley! A driving treat for me but 

completely nerve wracking as cars cut us up, overtaking 

us on both sides, all the while waving at us and me 

driving three blonde girls around in an expensive car! 

Somehow I got back safely with the car (and its 

passengers) intact but, to this day, I’m not sure how! 

After a fabulous holiday, it was time to brave that budget airline back to the UK! And brave 

it we had to as it was tossed around in a storm and even had to make an unscheduled pit 

stop for more fuel on the way home (why?) ... but we did eventually arrive safely although 

somewhat green “around the gills” - with me saying, never again, and I very seldom did fly 

again and then only when absolutely necessary! 

By now I’d already met Sally’s mother and we’d got on extremely well but, the next step was 

for Sally to meet my mother. Hearing good reports from 

Lucy, she decided to come and stay with us for a few days. 

After a short while “getting to know each other”, Sally and 

my mother became firm friends and, in fact, she lived with 

us (her cat, Taurus moved in too) for four of the last seven 

years of her life. When my mother died in 2002 her last 

words were to Sally, while holding her hand, “I love you” 

and she did. Sally’s mother also lived with us for her last 

two years and we still miss both of them very much. 

I’ll start this chapter as I began. The year 1989 really was 

the end of the beginning for me and, with Sally’s help, 

some luck plus good Karma, lots of good things were to 

come! 

Although there would also be some sad, a few bad and 

occasionally the ugly too, and you can read all about them 

in Part 2 which follows soon! 

But, as of today (28th February 2021) on the eve of my 

1993, off to the Helston 
Mayor’s Ball 

Iona with Cousin Pam’s dogs 

http://www.vittoriapanizzon.com/
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25th Wedding Anniversary, I can say that I’ve achieved nearly everything I’d ever hoped to 

achieve and a lot more that had never ever occurred to me, all those years ago. As for the 

future, who knows, there might be a Part 3 to come but, for sure, it will shorter than Parts 1 

and 2! 

 

 

2001, in Amanda’s flat 

1998 with John Leyton 1996 with Amanda and Iona 

2003, overheated in France 
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2007, Amanda’s Wedding with Allan’s stepdaughter, Heidi, looking on 

 

2012, with bassman Roger Newell 

 

2018, with Wilbury 
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1996, Sally and Guy’s Wedding Day 

Guy and Bruno 

 

Guy and his Norton Jubilee Twin 
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To Come in Part 2… 
 

• Life as an Elected local Politician. The Best of Times, the Worst of Times. 

• The Tragedy of Sally’s first horse. But, 4 years later, Karma delivers the payback but 

not before Guy has his “collar felt” by Devon & Cornwall police! 

• Sally survives a “straightforward operation” but only just! But her strength and (with, 

she says, a little help from me) pull her through, eventually. 

• Tregoyne, bought in 1992, the development that just keeps on giving - 39 years later, 

Karma again! 

• Wheal Buller and Richard Trevithick’s Count House at Ding Dong Mine. 

• Sally & I build a portfolio of rental properties in the 90s & the “noughties” with 

encouragement from my mother and support from 2 friendly bank managers! 

• Life in the Far West: 

o Exploring Cornwall, Devon and parts of Dorset. 

o Witchcraft, Magic and Freemasonry… 

• Amanda & Iona find that the streets of London really are paved with gold! But Sally’s 

son, Trevor, stays in Torbay! 

• My Guitar Collection of old, rare and unusual electric guitars. Including: 

o Supersound, the UK’s first solid electric guitars. 

o The Showaddywaddy Blue Moon Guitar. 

• Achieving a lifelong musical ambition - backing R n R star Charlie Gracie! 

• Glenmuick and the Very Special Day in 2015. 

• A Pack of Pugs! 

 

All this and more in Part 2… 

http://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/speeches/
https://www.whealbullerproject.co.uk/
https://www.dingdongcounthouse.org.uk/
https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/
https://www.supersound.org.uk/
https://www.theguitarcollection.org.uk/notable-british-guitars/historic-british-guitars#bluemoon
https://youtu.be/eje_J4VLwuU
http://mackenziememorial.weebly.com/
https://www.mackenzie-glenmuick.org.uk/media/guy-mackenzie-assorted-memories-part2.pdf

